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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
Rationale for the Study
Recently, the federal government of Nigeria introduced a new system
of education in the country. Under the new education system, the
country's educational structure has been divided into four phases. These
phases consist of six years of primary education, three years of junior
secondary education, three years of senior secondary education, and four
years of postsecondary education; this is commonly referred to as the "6-
3-3-4 education system."
One unique feature of this new system of education is that the
federal government has, for the first time, made it a matter of policy
for every secondary school in the country to offer industrial
arts/technology subjects in addition to the traditional school subjects.
This singular aspect of the new education system marked the beginning of
the end of protracted and undue emphasis on liberal arts, which has
characterized the educational system ever since Nigeria was under British
rule. It is believed by most Nigerians that the nation's present low
level of technological development is rooted on the fact that the
education system has been virtually devoid of any technical content. It
is, therefore, not surprising that the decision by the federal government
to introduce industrial arts/technology in all the secondary schools in
the country is a welcomed phenomenon. It is hoped that this will help to
reduce the high unemployment rate, especially among secondary school
graduates, by equipping them with basic technical skills and knowledge
needed for entry-level employment in technical fields. This will help in
establishing a firm base for the technological development of the
country.
One major problem that is militating against the implementation of
the new policy on education, especially at the secondary school level, is
the lack of adequate industrial arts laboratory equipment that is needed
for teaching the various industrial arts subjects. According to
Onabamiro (Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1978),
It is necessary to point out that the acquisition of effective
skills employable at a level which will satisfy the aspirations of
children at Senior Secondary School level and their parents who have
to make sacrifices to keep their children at school rather than
using them as economic assets to the family, can only be achieved
through properly prepared courses with adequate equipment and time
allotted to the subject (1978, p. 110).
The procurement of appropriate laboratory equipment for industrial
arts course is of fundamental importance to the effectiveness of the
industrial arts program. The equipment used for teaching specific skills
to students must at least be similar to that being used in industry and
business for performing those skills.
Stallsmith (1976, p. 68) noted that the responsibility for
recommending equipment should be given to teachers who will be teaching
the planned laboratory courses. They are most familiar with, and will be
able to list the equipment needed for the various activities better than
other members of the planning team.
Once authorized to purchase laboratory equipment on the basis of
availability, the industrial arts/technology teachers must now select
equipment that will best meet the needs and objectives of the industrial
arts program. Due to the huge expenditure involved in the procurement of
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment, there is need for more
through understanding of the selection and procurement process.
Furthermore, advances in modern technology have resulted in
improvements in machines, materials, and products; the industrial
arts/technology teachers are in the mainstream of these changes. In
order to continue to provide quality technical education to students, the
industrial arts/technology teachers must not only be aware of the
technological changes that affect the occupational areas that they teach,
but they should also adjust their teaching materials, teaching skills,
and equipment accordingly. For these reasons, there is need for research
in the area of "selecting and purchasing industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment."
The findings of the study will be useful to industrial
arts/technology teachers, school administrators, supervisors of
industrial arts/technology programs in secondary and postsecondary
Institutions, not only in Nigeria and the United States of America, but
also in all other countries where similar programs are offered. The
findings of the study should also help students understand the problem of
procuring equipment for industrial arts programs.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of the study was to investigate the current methods and
procedures used for purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment in Iowa senior high schools.
Purpose of Che Study
The purpose of the study included:
!• To identify and describe the current methods and procedures being
used for purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment;
2. To determine the criteria being used for selecting industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment;
3* To compare the criteria being used by small and large schools for
selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment; and
A. To compare the opinions of industrial arts/technology teachers and
administrators concerning the criteria for selecting industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study were:
1. To identify the criteria that were being used for selecting
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment;
2. To identify the factors that influenced industrial arts/technology
teachers in selecting a new piece of industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment;
3. To ascertain the methods that were being used for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment;
4. To ascertain the procedures that were being used for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment;
5. To ascertain how industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment was
being financed;
6. To determine what replacement schedules were being used for replacing
obsolete industrial technology equipment;
7. To ascertain the areas of industrial arts/technology in which the
industrial arts/technology teachers were employed;
8. To ascertain the academic/professional qualifications and the number
of years of experience which the industrial arts/technology teachers
have had;
9. To ascertain the academic/professional qualifications and the number
of years of administrative experiences which the administrators have
had.
Basic Assumptions
In conducting the study, the researcher made the following
assumptions:
!• The respondents were able to interpret correctly, and answer
honestly, the questions on the questionaire forms.
2. The industrial arts/technology teachers surveyed were aware of the
selection criteria being used for selecting, and the methods and
procedures being used for purchasing, industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment in their respective schools.
3. The administrators surveyed were experienced in selecting and
purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment and were
completely knowledgeable about the school board's policies regarding
the purchasing of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
4. The questionnaire was an appropriate means of collecting the data for
the study.
5- The industrial arts/technology programs in Iowa high schools were
similar to the industrial arts programs in secondary schools of the
Anambra State of Nigeria.
6. The findings of this study would be of help to industrial
arts/technology programs in the Anambra State of Nigeria in improving
their practices in selecting and purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment.
7. The procurement of appropriate and up-to-date equipment for
industrial arts/technology laboratory greatly enhances the
effectiveness of industrial arts/technology programs.
8. Properly equipped and staffed industrial arts/technology programs in
Nigerian secondary schools would enhance the employability of the
graduates.
Delimitations of the Study
The study was delimited in the following ways:
1. The study included only light duty, medium duty, and heavy duty
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. Hand tools and
other consumable industrial arts/technology laboratory materials were
not considered.
2« The study was also delimited to "selecting" and "purchasing"
industrial technology arts/technology laboratory equipment; it did
not include the phases of "receiving," "storing," and "distributing"
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
3, A further delimitation of the study was that it covered only grades
9, 10, II, and 12 in public schools in the state of Iowa that offered
industrial arts/technology during the Fall terra of 1986/87.
4* Industrial arts/technology teachers in this study were represented by
heads of industrial arts/technology departments which were included
in the sample.
Sources of Data
The data for this study were collected by means of two separate
questionnaires mailed to principals and heads of industrial
arts/technology departments, respectively, of selected senior high
schools within the state of Iowa. A list of senior high schools within
the state of Iowa which offered industrial arts/technology programs was
obtained form the State of Iowa Department of Education.
Other sources used for the study were:
1. Professional journals such as Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education, Industrial Education, and Man/Society/Technology;
2. Government publications such as the Nigerian National Policy on
Education and the Industrial Arts for Iowa Schools;
3. Research theses and dissertations pertinent to this study; and
4. Textbook materials pertinent to this study.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were defined according to the context in which
they were used in the study:
1. Equipment: This refers to (a) heavy duty equipment such as lathe
machines, milling machines, wood jointers, and band saws; (b) medium
duty equipment such as oscilloscopes, signal generators, scroll
saws, drafting machines, small drill presses, and small table saws;
and (c) light duty equipment such as small electric drill, and
soldering guns (hand tools were excluded) (Bundik et al., 1981, pp.
39-40).
2. Industrial arts (or industrial technology); Those phases of general
education that deal with industry—its organization, material,
occupations, processes, and both the problems resulting from the
industrial/technological nature of society (Wilber and Tendered,
1967).
3. Industrial arts/technology teachers: Persons that are
professionally trained to teach industrial arts/technology subjects.
4. Senior high school: Any public school which includes one or more of
grades 9 through 12.
5. Small school: For the purpose of this study, a "small school" is
defined as any public senior high school which offers an industrial
arts/technology program and has an enrollment of 499 or less.
6. Large school: For the purpose of this study, a "large school" is
defined as any public senior high school which offers an industrial
arts/technology program and has an enrollment of 1,000 or more.
7. Requisition: A request for one or more items that is necessary to
perform a function which advances educational programs.
8. Purchasing: Plans for requisitioning and ordering equipment for
industrial arts/technology laboratories.
9. Specification: A description of equipment, supplies or services
which states clearly the names and characteristics of the itera(s) to
be purchased, and the condition under which the purchase will be
made.
Vertdort A potential supplier of items listed on a requisition
indicated in a specification.
11. Industrial education; A generic term which includes industrial
arts, trade and industrial education, and technical education.
12. Replacement schedule: A plan for replacing obsolete industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment.
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of literature related to this study revealed that no
previous study had been conducted in the area of "selecting and
purchasing Industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment" within the
state of Iowa. Few studies (as revealed in this literature review) were
found to have been conducted in this area outside the state of Iowa.
However, several journal articles and textbook materials had been written
by experts in the field of industrial education concerning the
acquisition of equipment and supplies for industrial arts/technology
laboratories; many of those were included in this review of literature.
This review of literature was organized into five subheadings as
follows:
1. The importance of public school purchasing policies and
procedures;
2. Selection criteria and specifying procedures;
3. Purchasing methods and procedures;
4. Purchasing practices as described in previous research reports;
and
5. Summary.
The Importance of Public School Purchasing
Policies and Procedures
In an article on "Principles of Public School Purchasing," Jordan
and Brock (1964, p. 13) observed that school purchasing practices were
among the first of the schools' business activities which were questioned
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when pressures were applied to economize school business operations* As
the number of items utilized in the schools had increased over the past
several years, it had become increasingly necessary for the purchasing
function to become more efficient In terms of using funds properly and
assuring quality equipment and supplies for teachers in the classroom.
The authors urged school districts to take a critical look at school
purchasing in an effort to increasing efficiency of the operation. On
purchasing policies, Jordan and Brock (1964) suggested that:
(a) the school boards should adopt written policies for purchasing,
(b) these policies should assist in orienting both school board
members and school staff members concerning the role and
responsibility of each as they perform their duties,
(c) superintendents of schools should establish rules and
regulations to serve as detailed guides for staff members,
(d) the purchasing office should establish procedures to be
followed in purchasing items for schools; these should be made
known to the personnel concerned with purchasing (p. 13).
The importance of purchasing policies and procedures was
acknowledged by Finsterbach and McNeice (1969, p. 61). They noted that:
Many school administrators and teachers are literally "at sea"
when confronted with the necessity for planning facilities for
school buildings- Where the equipment is highly specialized, as in
shops and laboratories, their problem is even greater.
Very often, as a consequence, too much authority is "delegated
by default" to architects, salesmen, and others, on whom the final
responsibility for successful operation does not rest.
It is incumbent upon the professional administrator, the
teacher and the lay or advisory committee members to become
knowledgeable about contracts, bidding procedures, data
requirements, and other legal matters incidental to planning and
construction of new facilities.
Once again, Jordan and Brock (1964, p. 14) suggested that the
personnel involved in the actual process of purchasing should, in most
cases, have some understanding of the eventual use of the items to be
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purchased. This, according to Brock and Jordan, was because
specifications were rarely adequate to fully represent the desired
product. The competency included a knowledge of school supplies and
equipment as well as some understanding of the manner in which the
product will be used in the classroom.
Selection Criteria and Specifying Procedures
The acquisition of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment
is a long-term investment and should receive careful consideration.
Equipment purchased today will greatly affect tomorrow's educational
programs. According to Brown (1969, p. 219),
Wise acquisition of equipment, materials, and services helps to
ensure smooth laboratory operation and the absence of program-
disrupting equipment break-down, and equipment and supply shortages.
It increases the probability that the laboratory will be one in
which students will like to work and the teacher will enjoy his
teaching. The work environment will be much safer, and the range of
work that can be carried on will be satisfactorily wide.
Poor acquisition, on the other hand, might result in the
creation of a laboratory that permits only a rather limited program,
and provides a work environment that is neither safe nor satisfying.
Selection criteria
Brown (1969) was of the opinion that the three best guides for
proper equipment selection were:
1. Function
2. Appearance
3. Manufacturer's services (p. 221).
In an article published in the School-Shop, Stallsmith (1976, p. 68)
listed the following criteria that, according to him, should be carefully
judged before a piece of equipment is finalized for purchase from a
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supplier or manufacturer:
!• Function
2. Appearance
3. Manufacturer's services
4. Safety
5. Durability
6. Design
7. Operating characteristics
Accuracy
9. Versatility.
According to him, cost should, in most cases, be a minimum criterion
for selection. High cost and high quality do not necessarily go together
(Stallsmith, 1976).
The term function encompasses provisions for student learning,
adequacy of mechanical performance, convenience of operation, safety,
ease of maintenance, simplicity of construction, wise use of materials,
and excellence of manufacture. The lack of any of these qualities can
invalidate an entire design. The maximum degree of each must be sought
in every piece of equipment selected.
It is axiomatic that, in industrial arts laboratory equipment,
function is primary. Nevertheless, there is no reason for a piece of
equipment to be ugly or even uninteresting, since good appearance is not
necessarily more costly than poor appearance (Brown, 1969, p. 244).
McArthur (1961, p. 57) observed that:
With rising cost of education and the long range aspects involved in
equipment selection and management, it is most important to bring
into focus those factors upon which the most wise choice depends.
McArthur (1961) hinted that the result of a survey he conducted
showed that the following factors, in order of importance, influenced
equipment selection:
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1. safety and educational value,
2* quality,
3. utilization,
4. reliability,
5* repair and replacement,
6* size,
7. servicing and upkeep,
8. reliability and integrity of vendor,
9. initial cost,
10. space requirement,
11. design,
12. installation requirement,
13. standardization,
14. effect on other equipment, and
15* make and brand name.
Wilber and Tendered (1967, p. 344) suggested that shop planners
should consider the following factors prior to selecting equipment:
1. the underlying purposes of the program,
2. the type of shop organization,
3. the anticipated size of class,
4. the size of room to be used, and
5. the amount of money available.
There appears to be a common understanding among experts in the
field of industrial education that teachers should participate in the
selection of equipment and supplies for their laboratories. This is
apparently due to the fact that it is the teachers who would eventually
utilize such equipment and supplies for instructional purposes.
Bakamis (1966, p. 198) recognized the importance of teachers'
participation in equipment and supplies selection; he suggested that
selection of equipment be done by a committee composed of industrial arts
teachers, industrial arts supervisor, the purchasing agent, or the
assistant superintendent in charge of business affairs.
Finch and McGough (1982, p. 113) expressed the view that it is often
the responsibility of the instructor alone to Identify needed equipment
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and tools. According to them, that is considered a poor planning
alternative because of limited input. The instructor will generally
write equipment and tool specifications so that competitive bids can be
requested. Specifications must be complete so that purchases of bidded
equipment and tools will be satisfactory. Finch and McGough (1982) said,
It is preferable for the instructor to develop a list of equipment
and tools that will implement the instructional objectives of the
program or instructional activity, and then submit this list to an
expert advisory committee. The advisory committee reviews,
discusses, and makes recommendations for the modification of the
equipment list. Following the recommendations of the advisory
committee members, the instructor revises the equipment/tools list
and develops a set of specifications that will facilitate the
request for competitive bids.
Bakamis (1966) acknowledged the following criteria, which, according
to him, should be considered in selecting equipment:
1. Economy: the lowest cost consistent with quality and
utilization,
2. Quality: equipment which in its material construction and
workmanship gives evidence of strength and durability,
3. Utilization: the value of equipment with reference to its
particular use in which the cost and results to be secured are
largely involved,
4. Educational value: it shall, in the greatest degree possible,
contribute to the education program,
5. Standardization: the recognition of certain essential
specifications in equipment, materials, and design, which will
make for some uniformity as to construction without necessarily
determining the specific brand or make,
6. Reliability and integrity of vendor: the standing of the
manufacturer of a product as well as his agent with regard to
financial stability, dependability, and the proper attitude
toward the product,
7. Servicing: ability of the vendor to service his product,
8. Repair and replacement: economy and long life factors through
servicing, which may be done by the maintenance department of
the school,
9. Effect on other equipment: the wear upon or injury to other
equipment incident to the use of product,
10. Safeguards: the protection of funds through specific and
clearly worded contracts and agreements (pp. 198-199).
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Specifying procedures
Equipment specifications are minutely detailed written descriptions
of the features and/or requirements of a piece of equipment that cannot
be adequately described in illustrations or drawings. The need for
writing clear and accurate specifications for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment was more vividly described by Johnson (1971), He
said,
Today's sophisticated and changing technology, coupled with limited
budget problems, demand extreme care that only those materials and
supplies actually needed are purchased. Too much, too little,
obsolescence and spoilage must be avoided if the problems related to
this part of effective instruction are to be solved (p. 15).
Johnson (1971) also pointed out that accurate and complete description of
what is to be purchased communicates to the vendor precisely what and how
much is needed (p. 16).
The uses and content of specifications were described by Risher
(1971) as follows:
Specifications are used by vendors to describe special features and
customer options, and by purchasers in writing bid requests and
purchase orders. The more sophisticated a piece of equipment is,
the more carefully specifications must be written. Specifications
must be written. Specification must contain the following
information: (1) quantity, (2) descriptive name, (3) brand name if
permitted, (4) size by number, capacity, or ... [length-width-
height], (5) materials, (6) color, (7) finish, and any other
information unique to the item being described.... If accessory
equipment is required—and such items are subject to customer
option—these must also be described with equal care and accuracy
(p. 12).
In an article published in Industrial Arts and Vocational Education,
Coverdill (1965, p. 70) inferred that a person writing specifications
should be conversant with the ultimate use of the equipment in the
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laboratory and the type of electrical power available at the installation
site* Space limitations and machinery configurations must be correlated.
He also pointed out the necessity for compliance with safety regulations,
local codes> and local school policies.
In the same article, Coverdill (1965) reported that a survey of
specification formats being used in the Detroit school system revealed
that the certain basic elements, as listed below, appeared consistently:
1. Scope,
2. Date of delivery,
3. Description (minimum specific requirement),
4. Specific requirements
4.1 Motor
4.2 Electrical control
4.3 General construction,
5« Accessories,
6. Non-compliance (statement of non-compliance and exceptions),
7. Delivery (to school).
No matter the method used to select equipment and tools,
specifications must be developed prior to the request for competitive
bids. Finch and McGough (1982) suggested that specification documents
should reflect the following categories of information:
1. Description of equipment, including an identification of various
equipment brands and models numbers that have similar
description,
2. Quality desired,
3. Color desired,
4. Size required,
5. Delivery specifications (when, where, contact person),
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6. Catalog numbers, if any,
7. Description of intended purpose,
8. Power requirements {110, 220 V) (p, 113).
Regarding the responsibility for specification writing. Weaver
(1955, p. 54) inferred that the writing of specifications was the
responsibility of the industrial arts teacher. He suggested that
teachers avoid using specifications written by suppliers of equipment
because such specifications (a) exclude competitive items as far as
possible, (b) give as much freedom as possible to the manufacturer, whose
goods they represent, and (c) permit the substitution of nonstandard
brands or types of items less suited for instruction.
Dean (1970, p. IIA) suggested that the following specification
guidelines be considered during the planning stage for equipment
purchase:
1. Equipment specification should be matched to the education need
which is based on the educational goals and objectives.
2. Equipment should be functional and compatible to the students
enrolled in the program.
3. The program must be evaluated as it relates to the available
space and possible future expansion.
4. Purchase of equipment should be matched to available funds.
5. Single purpose units should be purchased that provide for
instruction in basic industrial processes. In most cases,
multi-purpose machines should be avoided as they tend to
decrease the learning activity.
6. Use reliable education-oriented vendors as the sources of
reference for purchase. Ascertain the company's reputation for
servicing items, delivery schedule, stocking of spare parts and
accessories.
7. The specification should include all accessory items to make it
completely operational.
8. A specified basic piece of equipment should be used to develop
the specification. The specifications should cover all minimtim
requirements and set standards for bidding if items are placed
for competitive bidding among vendors.
The foregoing discussion on specifying procedures can be concluded
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with a view expressed by Gillespie (1974, p. 52):
Precise, clear and fully written specifications are the only
protection against inferior, inadequate or duplicate equipment.
Most equipment purchased by a governmental agency must be submitted
to competitive bids; therefore, one's sole protection is in
specifications.
Purchasing Methods and Procedures
Some authors (Risher, 1971; Silvius and Curry, 1971) claim that
purchasing procedures vary from one school system to another and even
from one school to another within a given school system. Risher (1971,
p. 13) pointed out that purchasing procedures vary among schools and
school systems and that understanding basic elements of agency
purchasing, and following systematic practices will assist the teacher in
securing tools and equipment (p. 13). Risher (1971) also emphasized the
importance of writing accurate requisitions for needed tools and
equipment by teachers, and suggested that teachers should ensufe that
items delivered by vendors conform to the specifications on the
requisitions.
In their book. Managing Multiple Activities in Industrial Education,
Silvius and Curry (1971) wrote,
The plans for requisitioning and purchasing supplies and equipment
vary with each school system. The larger schools have a central
office where the activity is coordinated under the direction of a
purchasing agent. All items may be purchased under the central
office, or funds may be placed in accounts for the individual
schools. In decentralized plans, each school negotiates and
directly purchases a goodly amount of needed supplies for
instruction.
In smaller schools, money is usually budgeted for the
industrial education program. The superintendent is held
responsible, but the detail of planning and spending the funds is
left with the industrial education teachers...*
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In many of Che larger centralized systems, all items of
supplies and equipment are ordered by requisition. Machine repairs
and replacements are handled in the same manner (p. 279).
The foregoing discussion indicates that there is a considerable variation
in arrangements and procedures for purchasing tools and equipment among
smaller and larger schools.
Commenting on purchasing procedures, Jordan and Brock (1964, p. 4)
said,
If responsibility for the purchasing function is to be centered in
the purchasing department, this department should also be the
authority which establishes procedures to be followed in purchasing
needed items.... Uniform procedures for requisitions, order forms,
and supply records will both expedite and improve the efficiency of
the process; the true test of the purchasing department is having
needed supplies at the proper time. State statutes require
competitive bids in many instances. Competitive bids can bring
considerable economy when used properly.
In the discussion above, Jordan and Brock appeared to be stressing the
need to establish a uniform purchasing procedure for each school system
in order to enhance the efficiency of the entire purchasing system.
Commenting on the use of bids in purchasing, Storm (1979, p. 14)
pointed out the fact that competitive bidding procedures afforded all
vendors of school equipment and supplies equal opportunity to compete for
the business of public agencies and institutions. According to Storm
(1979),
[the] sealed bid system avoids favoritism in awarding purchase
orders, and generally brings about lower prices than can be obtained
through open-market shopping.
Competitive bidding is done after approval of budget, and the
procedure includes:
1. Bid notice preparation and disseminations: supply and equipment
lists are combined and made available to interested and
qualified vendors.
2. Submission of sealed bids at an appropriate open meeting of the
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governing body of the institution; bidders invited to be
present.
3. Awarding of purchasing orders to vendors with lowest price
quotations meeting bid specifications.
Storm (1979) further explained that school districts normally set
some predetermined amount of money below which a piece of equipment
should not be purchased using the competitive bidding procedure.
Holmgrain and Stoneman (1964, p. 67) noted that "when a unit is sold by
the manufacturer only, competitive bidding is negated." In such
situations, there is no room for competition among prospective vendors.
It is not always advisable to award purchase orders to the lowest
bidders. Risher (1971, p. 12) suggested that the lowest bidders should
not be awarded purchase orders of the following conditions prevail:
(a) delivery is not guaranteed by the date required,
(b) the vendor has established a reputation for failure to meet
delivery dates through negligence, procrastination or other
failure, and
(c) he has established reputation for failing to provide normal
vendor post-delivery service to purchasers.
In an article published by the Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education journal, Ruley (1954, p. 159) expressed the concern that many
industrial arts teachers and administrators throughout the country had
been and were being faced with the problem of preparing lists of
equipment to be purchased for new labs and to modernize old ones. Ruley
(1954) inferred that a person who would prepare such a list had to know
the courses to be taught in the lab under consideration, the nxomber of
students to use the equipment, the amount of space available, and the
fund allocated for the purchase of the equipment. Ruley (1954) made the
following recommendations:
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1. Make a master list of equipment needed (use all available
sources),
2. List in order of preference or alternate quantities,
3. Investigate all standards,
4. Select first quality products,
5. Be specific and detailed,
6. Discuss equipment with suppliers and ask. for quotations and
specifications,
7. Select equipment needed and adapted (p. 159).
In another article titled "Increase your chances in getting
equipment—Revise your approach," published in the Man/Society/Technology
journal, Gosset (1977) offered the following suggestions to industrial
arts teachers:
1. You must write bid specifications stating exactly what you want
for your shop, the size, shape, the electrical motor or wiring,
the attachment, the extra parts, etc., all must be defined
clearly. The catalog price also should be listed.
2. You need to estimate the added cost for operating the equipment
requested. This should include power and parts which often need
to be replaced, such as cutter bits and drills. If operating
the machine will require extra funds, identify these costs. The
equipment is useless if you cannot maintain it.
3. You should include in your request a copy of a revised course
outline showing the benefits the students will derive from using
this equipment in the industrial arts program (p. 135).
This section may be concluded with the following quote from the
Industrial Arts for Iowa Schools, published by the State Department of
Public Instruction (1969):
Serious errors may be made in purchasing industrial arts
equipment, including machinery and tools, unless the following are
considered:
- Objectives of the program
- Course offerings (scope and sequence)
- Age and grade level of students
- Present and future needs
- Design, quality and safety features of the tools and equipment
- Budget—initial annual amount (p. 9).
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Budgeting
Industrial arts programs must have adequate financial support if
they are to achieve their goals. Although specific aspects of budgetary
practices may vary, there are certain general principles which are worthy
of comment. In this regard, the Industrial Arts for Iowa Schools,
published by the State Department of Public Instruction (1969), stated:
Equipment Budget: There should be a amount of money set aside in
the annual school budget for industrial arts equipment. This should
be sufficient for replacing equipment that is obsolete and adding
newly developed equipment for enriching the program. When a program
is undergoing a substantial change, it is sometimes advisable to set
up a plan for purchasing equipment over a two- or three-year
period.... The teacher who is responsible for selecting needed
equipment should be informed of the size of his budget so that plans
can be made to secure the equipment most essential to his program as
inexpensively as possible through the use of competitive bids.
Expendables pertaining to tools and equipment: A separate
budget should be set up for the purchase of expandables such as hack
saw blades, files, circular saw blades, welding tips, and hand
tools. Maintenance costs for repair or replacement of broken
machines would be included here too (p. 20).
The need for making adequate financial provision for industrial arts
equipment can hardly be overstressed. As Stallsmith (1976) noted,
A careful plan is needed for depreciating present equipment and for
establishing a replacement budget. The inventory system will help
to determine and justify the replacement of equipment in the
industrial education department (p. 69).
Stallsmith (1976) further said that:
School districts have given little attention to the problem of
equipment replacement on a regular planned basis. If industry
operated their equipment replacement program on the same basis as
most school districts, the industry would soon find itself out of
business. During the planning of a new building, money is usually
budgeted for new equipment but seldom for replacement of old
equipment. Therefore, whenever possible, old equipment from old
facilities are moved into new facilities.
Many a time, the old equipment is obsolete for today's
technological processes and does not represent today's industrial
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techniques. This may not provide an effective laboratory setting in
which to implement a new industrial education program based on the
understanding of industry. It may hinder the implementation of new
content in the future.
The adverse effect of old, obsolete or worn-out equipment can be
minimized through the establishment of replacement standards. This also
provides a basis for justifying equipment purchase requests. As Storm
(1979, p. 25) noted.
Replacement standards recognize that at times, equipment becomes
obsolete before it wears out. Sometimes through a technological
breakthrough, perfectly good equipment becomes out of date
overnight.
Purchasing Practices as Described in Previous
Research Reports
In this section of the review of literature, brief descriptions of
previous research studies which are related to the present study are
presented.
An extensive literature search indicated that little study had been
done in the area of "selecting and purchasing industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment" within the last twenty years. Cheuvront (1967)
studied the purchasing practices of selected Class III schools of
Nebraska. The purpose of the study was:
1. to determine what purchasing practices were being used in
selected Class III schools of Nebraska,
2. to determine the effectiveness of these practices, and
3. to make recommendations for an improved program of purchasing
(p. 5).
A questionnaire administered to the superintendents of the schools
surveyed was used to determine the purchasing practices of the schools.
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Data indicated that only fifteen of the schools that responded had a
designated person other Chan the superintendent, who were in charge of
purchasing. The results of the study showed that purchasing was one of
the responsibilities of the superintendents in most of the school
districts surveyed. Eighty-three of the schools surveyed reported that
user personnel helped extensively in the purchase of equipment (p. 78).
The most common criterion used for selecting equipment was quality,
specification was second, and brand name was the last (p. 79). The study
also showed that the most frequently reported method of securing the
prices of equipment was letter quotations, negotiations was second, and
informal sealed bids was third. The most frequently used method of
purchasing was ordered through salesmen directly from the suppliers at
established prices.
Klapp (1982) conducted a study to ascertain: (1) the methods used
in selecting and purchasing equipment for industrial arts shops in Texas
secondary schools; (2) the kinds of equipment used; and (3) the extent to
which the practices utilized by industrial arts teachers in purchasing
equipment coincided with those recommended by a group of specialists in
the field of industrial arts. Data for the study were obtained by means
of questionnaires sent to a sample of industrial arts teachers and
specialists in industrial arts. Frequency tables and percentages were
used to analyze the data. Some of the major findings of the study were:
(a) the teachers selected equipment on the basis of quality, safety, and
educational value; (b) the methods used to purchase equipment were
competitive bids, purchasing where best prices were found; and (c)
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vendors were selected by quality of their products and their reliability.
Differences of opinions between the teachers and specialists concerning
the factors which determined yearly requests were obvious. While most of
the teachers selected "amount of fund available," most of the specialists
suggested "analysis of course outline." Both groups agreed that
"influence from company representatives" was not a factor.
Teachers and specialists agreed on brand names to be recommended for
school shops. In the four areas of woodwork, raetalwork, furniture, and
sheet metal, the largest group selected the same brand names.
Over 60 percent of the teachers indicated that the instructor was
responsible for writing specifications. Teachers and specialists agreed
that teachers should recommend vendors to whom bid proposals should be
sent.
A study conducted by Butler (1969) included the purchasing of
materials for industrial education courses in the secondary schools of
Illinois. According to Butler (1969, p. 2),
The data for this study were supplied mainly through an information
form which was sent to industrial education instructors located
throughout the state of Illinois. The instructors were selected on
the basis of every other instructor, from the Industrial Arts
Teachers Directory of Illinois, which was obtained from the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
There were three-hundred-five forms sent to instructors in the
state of Illinois. Of these, three-hundred-five, two-hundred-nine
were returned, seven had indicated that the teacher no longer taught
there, and three were returned as they were improperly addressed.
Therefore, this study was based upon one-hundred-ninety-nine or 65
percent of the forms distributed.
Butler (1969, p. 35) found that the purchasing practices of
instructors varied from school to school: 92 or 50.2 percent of the
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instructors surveyed indicated that they purchased materials centrally
through the school; 89 or 48.6 percent indicated their purchases were
done locally.
With regard to the frequency of ordering materials, Butler (1969, p.
34) reported that 107 or 58 percent of the schools surveyed placed orders
for materials once a year, 87 or 47.5 percent ordered materials whenever
necessary, while 38 or 20.7 percent ordered materials twice a year.
Nordstrum (1970) conducted a study to determine the practices that
were being followed in managing the finances of industrial arts
departments in Iowa, to analyze the practices and to develop
recommendations for improving the financial programs of the departments.
A questionnaire was used to collect data for the study. According to
Nordstrum (1970, p. 6),
a questionnaire was designed and then tested by administering it to
ten experienced industrial arts instructors in the Des Moines area
for their evaluations and criticism. These instructors felt the
questionnaire to be quite satisfactory-
Out of a total of nine hundred fifty-seven industrial arts
instructors teaching in the state of Iowa during the 1967-68 school year,
one-fourth were selected to participate in the study. All the
instructors were separated into five enrollment categories according to
the sizes of their school districts. From each category, one-fourth of
the instructors were randomly selected (Nordstrum, 1970).
Analysis of the data for his study was done using frequency tables
and percentages. Nordstrum (1970) found, among other things, that
practices in regard to budgeting funds for industrial arts, varied from
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one school system to another. While the small school systems reflected a
high usage of single-fixed budgets for the various areas of industrial
arts» the larger ones appeared to favor the use of separate budgets (pp«
11-12).
Witherspoon (1966) conducted a study to investigate the practices
followed in budgeting, accounting, purchasing, and issuing of industrial
education supplies in the secondary schools of Pittsylvania, Halifax, and
Henry counties of Virginia. A questionnaire administered to industrial
education instructors was used to collect data for the study. Frequency
tables and percentages were used to analyze the data for the study.
Witherspoon (1966) found that schools in his study differed widely
in their purchasing procedures. Fifty percent of the instructors, most
of whom were from the larger school systems, indicated that supplies were
purchased through a central purchasing office under the direction of a
purchasing agent. About 29 percent of the instructors reported that they
purchased all supplies.
On the method of purchasing supplies, 46 percent of the teachers in
Witherspoon's study indicated that they used an open account for making
purchases while 54 percent reported that the methods used were open
account and competitive bids. The researcher reported that there was a
general agreement as to the form used by teachers for purchasing
supplies. Eighty percent of the teachers indicated that standard
requisition forms were used in their school systems.
There was a considerable variation among the teachers concerning the
time of the year when purchases were made. Fifty percent of the teachers
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indicated that supplies were purchased in spring for summer delivery.
While 29 percent of the teachers reported that supplies were ordered in
the summer, 21 percent indicated that supplies were ordered any time
during the year (pp. 24-26).
Summary
There was a common concern among the authors about the acquisition
of appropriate equipment for industrial arts laboratories. "Selecting,"
"specifying," and "purchasing" laboratory equipment were recognized by
the authors as essential aspects of the process of acquiring industrial
arts laboratory equipment. Several recurring criteria for selecting
equipment, such as quality of product, safety, durability, service, the
educational program, etc., featured in many of the authors' listings of
criteria for selecting equipment.
The writing of detailed and accurate specifications for industrial
arts laboratory equipment was strongly emphasized by several authors.
Some of the essential items that should be contained in specifications
included name, size, quantity, finish, delivery date, power requirement,
etc. On the responsibility for writing specifications, most of the
authors believed that industrial arts teachers were the ones who should
write specifications for their laboratory equipment.
The most popular methods of purchasing equipment as emphasized by
the authors was the use of bids. Teachers were seen as the most
appropriate school personnel to write requisitions for laboratory
equipment by many of the authors. Some authors observed that purchasing
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practices varied from school system to school system, and from school to
school to school within a given school system.
It was recommended that separate budget be maintained in schools for
the purchase, maintenance, and replacement of laboratory equipment, and
also for the purchase of expendables pertaining to tools and equipment.
Two authors, Stallsmith (1976) and Storm (1979), highlighted the
Importance of establishing replacement schedules for industrial arts
laboratory equipment. Most school districts do not include replacement
of equipment in their purchasing plans.
The findings of the related research studies indicated that
purchasing practices varied widely among the smaller and larger school
systems. Larger school systems purchased their equipment and supplies
centrally while smaller ones purchased locally.
Teachers were responsible for selecting equipment. Equipment was
selected mainly on the basis of quality, safety, and educational value.
Teachers and specialists agreed on the brand names to be recommended
for school shops.
Writing specifications was found to be the teachers' responsibility.
Teachers and specialists agreed that teachers should recommend vendors to
whom bid proposals should be sent.
Bidding was the most common method of purchasing used by the schools
in the studies described. Small school systems appeared to favor the use
of single, fixed budgets while the larger ones appeared to favor separate
budgets.
This review of literature provided the present researcher with a
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greater insight into the subject matter of the present study.
The design of the present study derived much from the literature
review just presented. The instruments used by the past researchers
cited in this review of literature helped in the development of the one
used for the present study.
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CHAPTER III. METHODS OF PROCEDURE
The design of this study, and the steps followed in conducting it,
were summarized in this chapter as follows:
Research design
1. Research questions
2. Research hypotheses
3« Population and sample
4. Techniques of data analysis
Procedure
1. Review of literature
2* Development of the instrument
3. Selection of sample subjects
4. Pilot-testing the instrument
5. Data collection
6* Data analysis.
Research Design
Research questions
The study attempted to answer the following questions:
1. What were the criteria being used for selecting industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
2. Were there significant differences in mean criteria rating scores
attributable to school size (small and large) and occupational
classification (teacher and administrator)?
3. What factors influenced industrial arts/technology teachers in
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selecting a new piece of industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment?
A. What were the methods being used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
5. What procedures were being used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
6. What were the sources of funds for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment?
7. What budget arrangements were being used for industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
8» Did the industrial arts/technology departments have replacement
schedules for instructionally obsolete and/or worn—out equipment in
their laboratories?
9. What were the important factors that guided industrial
arts/technology departments in determining when to replace a piece
of equipment?
10. In what areas of industrial arts/technology were the teachers
employed?
11. What academic and/or professional qualifications had the teachers
had?
12* How many years of industrial arts/technology teaching experience had
the teachers had?
13. What academic and/or professional qualifications had the
administrators had?
lA. How many years of administrative experience had the school
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administrator had at the high school level?
Research hypotheses
The following hypotheses were tested by the study at the 0»05 alpha
level:
Ho(1) There is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between respondents from small and large schools.
Ho(2) There is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between teachers and administrators (occupational classification).
Ho(3) There is no significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores
on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification.
The third hypothesis [Ho(3)] can also be stated as follows: The criteria
rating scores of teachers and administrators do not differ significantly
as a result of the differences in the sizes of their schools.
In the three hypotheses stated above, the dependent variable is the
"mean criteria rating score". The independent variables are: (1) school
size, at two levels—small and large; and (2) occupational
classification, at two levels—teacher and administrator.
Population and sample
Population Since the study was concerned with the criteria being
used for purchasing, and the methods and procedures being used for
purchasing, industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment in senior
high schools, it was decided that the principals and the heads of
industrial arts/technology departments of the schools would be able to
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supply Che information needed for the study. The population for the
study was limited to 317 senior high schools within the state of Iowa,
which offered industrial arts/technology courses during the Fall term of
the 1986/87 school year. Only small and large schools were included in
the population*
Sample The sample for the study was composed of 100
administrators and 100 heads of industrial arts/technology departments,
selected from a total of 100 schools* These schools were randomly
selected from the population defined above.
Techniques of Data Analysis
Both inferential and descriptive statistical techniques were
employed in analyzing the data for the study. The two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the data relating to the three
hypotheses of the study* The remaining data for the study were analyzed
using the descriptive statistical analysis methods*
Procedure for the Study
The procedural steps followed in conducting this study were as
follows:
1. Review of literature - Pertinent journal articles, research reports,
and textbook materials were reviewed Co develop a firm grasp of the
subject matter, and insight into the design and methodology of the
study.
2. Development of the instrument - With the aid of the review of
literature and previous research reports, a draft instrument was
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developed for the study. The instrument was intended for both
teachers and administrators. The instrument was intended for both
teachers and administrators. This instrument was then presented to
the graduate committee for review. Based on the suggestions and
recoimnendations of the committee, the instrument was revised and
split into two separate instruments—one for the teacher and the
other for the administrator.
3. Selection of sample subjects - A list of senior high schools and
their principals, by enrollment 8ize» was obtained from the State of
Iowa Department of Education. All the schools on this list offered
industrial arts/technology during the Fall term of the 1986/87 school
year.
All the schools were separated into three categories by
enrollment sizes as follows:
Enrollment Category Number of schools
499 and less Small 184
500 to 999 Medium 136
1,000 and over Large 133
Since the study was concerned with small and large schools only, the
medium-sized schools were disregarded. There were totals of 133 and
184 large and small schools, respectively, on the list. From each of
the two categories (small and large), 50 schools were randomly
selected. The selection of equal numbers of schools from both
categories was necessitated by the fact that a comparison between the
small and large schools was to be made using the two-way analysis of
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variance (ANOVA). This statistical technique requires that the
samples to be compared should be of approximately equal size.
A total of 100 schools were selected. The principal of each
school, and the head of industrial arts/technology department of each
of them, were included In the sample.
4, Pilot-testing the instruments - An approval to use the instruments
for the study was granted by the Human Subjects REview Committee at
the Iowa State University on January 7, 1987.
The instruments were then administered to five randomly selected
graduate students at Iowa State University. The instruments were
completed by the students; and based on their comments, some of the items
on the instruments were restructured. On January 8, 1987, the first
twenty copies of the instruments (10 for industrial arts/technology
teachers and 10 for administrators) were printed. Ten senior high
schools (within the state of Iowa), which offered industrial
arts/technology, and which were not part of the sample, were randomly
selected for the pilot test. On January 9, 1987, the twenty
questionnaires (two for each school) were mailed to the ten schools.
By January 28, 1987, 65 percent of the questionnaires had been
returned completed. The comments of the respondents on the
questionnaires did not necessitate further revision of the instruments.
Data Collection
On January 30, 1987, a total of 200 questionnaires were printed, and
on January 31 they were mailed out to the 100 schools (two questionnaires
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for each school) included in the sample. The principal of each school
was requested to pass on the light yellow questionnaire booklet to the
head of the industrial arts/technology department of his school Cor the
most senior teacher in the department, if no one was designated "head of
department"). (The principal's questionnaire was printed on blue color
paper.)
Two weeks later, 45 percent of the questionnaires that were mailed
out were returned completed. On February 16, 1987, a follow-up letter
was sent to each of the schools that had not yet returned their responses
or part of their responses. By March 3, 1987, a total of 123 (61
percent) of the questionnaires had been received. The 123 questionnaires
were used for the study.
Data Analysis
This section summarizes the statistical techniques used to identify
the methods and procedures that were being used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment, the criteria that were being used
for selecting equipment; and for comparing small and large schools, and
teachers and administrators, concerning the criteria for selecting
equipment•
Item 1 on the administrator instrument and item 4 on the teacher
instrument have 20 parts (A-T) each. Each part contains a criterion for
selecting equipment; the criteria on both items are the same. The
criteria were placed on a five-point Likert-type scale in a descending
order of importance (5 to 1) with the headings: 5 « Very Important, 4 »
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Important, 3 • Undecided, 2 *• Somewhat Important, and 1 • Unimportant.
For the data analysis, the descending numerical order of importance
designations (5 to I) rather than the descriptive headings were used.
In order to determine how each criterion was rated by the
respondents, the "frequencies" procedure was used to obtain the summary
statistics (e.g., mean and standard deviation), percentage, and frequency
of response to each criterion for both instruments. Items 13 and 26 on
the teacher instrument, and items 9 and 23 on the administrator
instrument were also analyzed using the "frequencies" procedure. The
descending numerical order of Importance designations (5 to 1) of the
scale on each of these items rather than the descriptive headings were
used for the analysis.
Items 6-21 on the teacher instrument, and items 2-17 on the
administrator instrument, covered methods and procedures for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. These items were
analyzed using Che "frequencies" procedure. On the teacher instrument,
the items on teaching assignment (items 1-3), factors Influencing the
selection of equipment (item 5), financing industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment (items 22-24), replacement schedule (25-26), and
qualification and teaching experience (28 and 29, respectively), were
also analyzed using the "frequencies" procedure. The same method was
used to analyze the items on the administrator instrument concerning:
the financing of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment (Items
18-21), replacement schedule (items 22-23), academic and/or professional
qualification (item 25), and years of administrative experience (Items
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26).
The SPSSx computer program was used for the statistical analysis of
the data collected on this study. The NAS 9160 mainframe computer system
was used for all calculations included in this study.
The results of the analysis of the data on this study are presented
in Chapter IV of this report.
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CHAPTER IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
This chapter reports and discusses the results of the data analysis
and the findings of the study. This chapter is divided into seven
sections: (1) the survey response, (2) overview of the analysis methods
used, (3) equipment selection, (4) testing the hypotheses, (5) other
findings, (6) background information about the respondents, and (7)
discussion.
The Survey Response
This section presents the distribution of respondents within the
small and the large school categories. A total of 123 (61.5 percent)
respondents out of the 200 (100.0 percent) who were surveyed participated
in this study. The respondents were 59 industrial arts/technology
teachers and 64 administrators drawn from both small and large senior
high schools within the state of Iowa. As shown in Table 1, 27 or 13.5
percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers were from small
schools while 32 or 16.0 percent were from large schools. Data in the
table also show that 33 or 16.5 percent of the administrators were from
small schools, while 31 or 15.5 percent were from large schools.
Originally, 100 schools—50 small and 50 large schools—were
surveyed. Sixty-five schools—33 small and 32 large schools—
participated in the study. Generally, the survey responses were evenly
distributed among the various respondent categories.
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Table !• Frequency and percentage of returns of the questionnaires
Respondent groups
Small school
Questionnaire
returns Teacher
Adminis
trator Teacher
Adminis
trator
Total
Number sent out 50
(25.0)®
50
(25.0)
50
(25.0)
50
(25.0)
200
(100)
Number returned 30
(15.0)
36
(18.0)
34
(17.0)
32
(16.0)
132
(66)
Number properly
completed
27
(13-5)
33
(16.5)
32
(16.0)
31
(15.5)
123
(61.5)
Sample size 27 33 32 31 123
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Overview of the Analysis Methods Used
This section summarizes the statistical methods used for analyzing
the data for the study.
Descriptive statistics
Frequency (f) and percentage (%) of responses were used to present
the results and report the findings on the methods and procedures used
for purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. Means,
standard deviations, and mean ranks were used to determine the importance
of: (a) criteria used for selecting industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment; (b) criteria for selecting equipment vendors; and
(c) factors for determining equipment replacement.
A2
Inferential statistics
The two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the
data relating to the three hypotheses of the study. This form of
analysis was used to (a) determine if small and large senior high schools
used the same criteria for selecting industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment, and (b) ascertain the opinions of industrial
arts/technology teachers and administrators concerning those criteria. A
two-way analysis of variance was used because the study involved two
independent variables: (1) school size, and (2) occupational
classification. The 2x2 ANOVA design was used.
The dependent variable was the mean criteria rating scores of the
criteria for selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
With this statistical technique, it was possible to determine whether any
differences in the mean criteria rating scores of the teachers and
administrators were as a result of belonging to different school sizes.
This is known as the interaction effect.
The use of this statistical technique assumes that:
1. The samples are of equal size.
2. The samples are randomly selected.
3. The variances of the population from which the samples are
selected are equal.
4. The distribution of values on the dependent variable in the
population from which the samples were selected is normal
(Elzey, 1985, p, 164).
However, Box (1953) noted that:
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It has been shown that the commonly occurring case in which the
group sizes are equal, or not very different, the analysis of
variance test is affected surprisingly little by variance
inequalities. Since this test is also known to be very insensitive
to non-normality, it would be best to accept the fact that it can be
safely used under most practical conditions. To make the
preliminary test on variances is rather like putting to sea in a
rowing boat to find out whether conditions are sufficiently calm for
an ocean liner to leave port (p. 333)!
Even though the group sizes in this study varied from 27 to 33, it was
decided, based on Box's statement above, that the groups within this
study were similar* Therefore, the 2-way analysis of variance was used
to analyze the data for this study.
Equipment Selection
This section presents the findings of the study concerning the
factors that influence equipment selection, and the criteria for
selecting equipment.
Factors influencing the selection of industrial arts/
technology laboratory equipment
The review of literature revealed that industrial arts/technology
teachers were responsible for selecting industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment. In order to leam what factors influenced the
Industrial arts/technology teachers in selecting a new piece of
equipment, a list of several factors was presented to the industrial
arts/technology teachers. These factors and the responses of the
teachers are shown in Table 2. Data in the table revealed that over 74
percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers in both small and
large schools were mostly influenced by the factor "catalogs giving
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Table 2* Frequency and percentage of major factors influencing
industrial arts/technology teachers in selecting a new piece
of equipment
Teachers
Factor Small school Large school
(n=27)® (n-32)
Advertisement in catalog or professional
h
14
magazine (48.1)'' (43.8)
Catalogs giving specification and 20 24
pictures (74.1) (75.0)
Observed at another school laboratory 14 20
(51.9) (59.4)
Information obtained at industrial education 12 20
conference (44.4) (62.5)
Company representatives 12 7
(44.4) (21.9)
Previous experience other than college 8 5
(29.6) (59.6)
Used while in college 3
(11.1)
Do not select equipment —
—
Other 1 2
(3.7) (6.3)
a^n » Number of teachers in each school category.
Numbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
specifications and pictures". Data also showed that 51.9 percent of the
industrial arts/technology teachers in the small school category were
influenced by the factor "observed at another school laboratory". About
63 percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers were influenced by
"information obtained from industrial education conference". Only 3.7
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percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers were influenced by
"other" factors. All the responding industrial arts/technology teachers
participated in equipment selection.
Criteria used for selecting industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment
The need to select appropriate industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment prompted the study of the criteria used for selecting such
equipment. The review of literature revealed several criteria for
selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. Twenty of the
criteria were selected and presented to both the industrial arts/
technology teachers and the administrators. They were then asked to rate
each criterion on a Likert-type scale of 1 - Unimportant to 5 » Very
important. A summary of their responses is shown in Table 3. Data in
the table revealed that the criterion "servicing and maintenance" had the
highest mean rating score of 4.730 by the teachers in the small school
category. The criterion "available locally" had the lowest mean rating
score of 2.852 by the teachers in this school category. This criterion
also had the lowest mean rating score by the industrial arts/technology
teachers in the large school category. The administrators in the small
school category rated the criterion "safety features" highest with a mean
rating score of 4.727, and the criterion "appearance" lowest with a mean
rating score of 2.375. "Safety features" also had the highest mean
rating score (4.531) by the teachers in the large school category. The
administrators in the large school category rated the criterion
instructional objective" highest with a mean rating score of 4.677, and
Table 3. Group means, standard deviations, and mean ranks for equipment
selection criteria
Respondent group*
Criterion
Small school
Teacher Administrator
M SD N R M SD N R
1, Cost 4.259 0.859 26 6 4.364 0. 653 33 5
2. Space required 3.259 1.228 26 16 3.970 0. 728 33 9
3. Instructional objective 4.481 0.580 26 4 4.697 0. 467 33 2
4. Level of instruction 3.926 0.730 26 8 4.061 0. 899 33 8
5. Operational cost 3.077 1.294 26 19 3.242 1. 119 33 15
6. Quality 4.630 0.565 25 2 4.455 0. 754 33 4
7. Reliability and in
tegrity of vendor 4.462 0.647 25 5 4.243 0.,751 33 6
8. Servicing and
maintenance 4.730 0.629 25 1 4.545 0.,666 33 2
9. Safety features 4.500 0.860 25 3 4.727 0.,761 33 1
10. Make and brand names 4,037 0.898 25 7 3.121 1. 111 33 16
11. Delivery 3.593 1.010 27 12 3.606 0,,899 30 12
12. Utility requirement
(gas, water, elec
tricity) 3.111 0.847 27 18 2.500 1.,031 30 18
13. Design 3.815 0.834 27 11 3.485 0,.870 30 13
14. Versatility 3.852 0.818 27 9 3.939 0,.788 30 10
15. Utilization (extent/
frequency of use) 3.852 0.818 27 9 4.242 0..614 30 7
16. Preference for domesti
cally manufactured
equipment 3.370 1.334 26 14 2.879 1..244 32 17
17. Available locally 2.852 1.433 26 20 2.697 1,.185 32 19
18. S tandard izat ion 3.593 0.888 26 12 3.667 0,.890 32 11
19. Installation require
ment 3.259 1.163 26 16 3.455 1,.063 32 14
20. Appearance 3.308 1.087 26 15 2.375 0,.976 32 20
R
^ = number of respondents; M= mean;
Mean rank.
SD standard deviation; and
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Respondent groups
Large school Over
allTeacher Administrator
M SD N R M SD N R
mean
4.280 0.772 32 4 4.548 0.675 30 3 4.36 4
3.440 1.359 32 10 3.963 1.140 30 10 3.64 10
4.531 0.621 32 1 4.677 0.475 30 1 4.60 2
4.063 0.619 32 5 4.097 1.012 30 8 4.06 8
3.188 0.965 32 16 3.567 1.104 30 13 3.27 16
4.344 0.701 31 3 4.355 0.661 30 6 4.45 3
3.968 0.912 31 7 4.400 0.621 30 5 4.25 6
3.875 1.070 31 8 4.355 0.798 30 6 4.29 5
4.531 0.718 31 1 4,645 0.456 30 2 4.61 1
3.125 1.129 31 17 3.097 1.044 30 17 3.30 15
3.438 1.014 32 11 3.400 1.070 26 15 3.48 13
3.219 0.975 32 15 3.296 1.137 26 16 3.09 17
3.375 1.040 32 12 3.643 1.018 26 12 3.53 12
3.875 0.976 32 8 4.032 0.706 26 9 3.90 9
4.063 0.878 32 5 4.484 0.570 26 4 4.14 7
3.031 1.150 31 18 2.839 1.128 31 19 3.020 18
2.781 1.237 31 20 2.935 1.365 31 18 2.80 19
3.313 0.931 31 13 3.935 0.772 31 11 3.63 11
3.281 0.958 31 14 3.454 1.122 31 14 3.35 14
2.839 0.898 31 19 2.645 1.112 31 20 2.77 20
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Che criterion "appearance" lowest, with a mean rating score of 2«645.
The greatest variability in group mean with a standard deviation of
1.433 was observed for the criterion "available locally" among the
teachers in the large school category. The least variability in group
means with a standard deviation of 0.467 was observed for the criterion
"instructional objective" in the administrator group in the large school
category. Data in the table showed that the criterion "safety features"
had the highest overall mean rating score of 4.61, while "appearance" had
the lowest overall mean rating score of 2.77. By the overall mean rating
scores of the respondents, the five most important criteria for selecting
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment were, in a descending
order of importance, (1) safety features, (2) instructional objective,
(3) quality, (4) space required, and (5) cost. All twenty criteria were
considered to be of some degree of importance by most of the respondents.
Testing the Hypotheses
In an effort to learn whether or not the criteria used for selecting
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment varied significantly
between small and large schools, a further analysis of the data presented
in Table 3 was done. The further analysis of the data was also done to
ascertain whether significant differences in opinions existed between
industrial arts/technology teachers and administrators concerning the
criteria for selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
This section of the chapter presents the results of the statistical
tests of the hypotheses of the study.
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Variables
The independent variables were; (1) school size—small and large,
and (2) occupational classification—teacher and administrator. The
dependent variable was mean criteria rating score»
Research question
The hypotheses of the study were based on the research question:
Were there significant differences in mean criteria rating scores
attributable to school size (small and large) and occupational
classification (teacher and administrator)?
Alternative hypotheses
It was hypothesized that:
^y^(l) There is a significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between respondents from small and large schools (school size).
^^(2) There is a significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between teachers and administrators (occupational classification).
H^(3) There is a significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores
on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification.
Null hypotheses
The three alternative hypotheses stated above were converted to null
hypotheses and tested at the 0.05 alpha level.
^o(l) There is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between respondents from small and large schools.
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Hq(2) There is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between teachers and administrators (occupational classification).
Hq(3) There is no significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores
on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification.
The two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure was used to test
the three null hypotheses stated above. This procedure was applied to
each of the 20 criteria for selecting equipment that were included in
this study. The same procedure was used to test the three null
hypotheses, with all 20 criteria combined.
Test results
Significant differences were observed in connection with seven out
of the twenty criteria: (1) space required; (2) reliability and
integrity of vendor; (3) make and brand names; (4) appearance; (5)
standardization; (6) utilization (extent/frequency of use); and (7)
servicing and maintenance. The hypotheses test results for the remaining
13 criteria and that of the combined (20) criteria are located in
Appendix E of this report.
Criterion 1 "space required" Hypothesis 2 (F(1,U7) - 10.675,
p<0.05) was rejected, indicating that there was a significant difference
in mean criteria rating scores between teachers and administrators on the
criterion "space required". Hypothesis 1 (F(l,117) =« 0.063, p>0.05) was
not rejected, indicating that there was no significant difference in mean
criteria rating scores between respondents from small and large schools
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on the criterion "space required". Similarly, Hypothesis 3 (F(l,117) »
0.078, p>0.05) was not rejected, indicating that there was no significant
interaction in mean criteria rating scores on respondent category by
school size and occupational classification on the criterion "space
required". The means for this analysis are shown in Table 4a and a
summary of the analysis of variance is shown in Table 4b.
Criterion "reliability and integrity of vendor" Hypothesis 3
(F(l,115) • 5.214, p<0.05) was rejected, indicating that there was a
significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores on respondent
category by school size and occupational classification on the criterion
"reliability and integrity of vendor". Hypothesis 1 (F(l,115) » 0.996,
p>0.05) was not rejected, indicating that there was no significant
difference in mean criteria rating scores between respondents from small
and large schools on the criterion "reliability and integrity of vendor".
Hypothesis 2 (F(l,115) • 0.866, p>0.05) was also not rejected, indicating
that there was no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between teachers and administrators on the same criterion. The means for
this analysis are shown in Table 5a, and a summary of the analysis of
variance is shown in Table 5b. A plot of the interaction is shown in
Figure 1.
An Inspection of the interaction plot reveals that teachers in small
schools had a relatively higher mean score than the teachers in large
schools. On the other hand, administrators in large schools had a
relatively higher mean score than the administrators in small schools.
From this plot, it can also be seen that the nonsignificant differences
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Table 4a« Means of criterion 1, "space required", rating score by school
size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.64 (59)^ 3.65 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.29 (58) 3.97 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small
Large
3.23 (26)
3.34 (32)
3.97 (33)
3.97 (30)
lumbers expressed in ;parentheses are sample sizes.
Table 4b. Analysis of variance of criterion 1,
scores by school size and occupational
space required", rating
classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of
squares
Mean
d.f. squares
F-
value
Significance
of F
Occupational
classification 13-840 1 13.840 10.675 0.001**
School size 0.082 1 0.082 0.063 0.802
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.101 1 0-101 0.078 0.781
Residual 151.770 117 1.297
**Denote8 significance beyond the 0.01 level.
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Table 5a. Means of criterion 2, "reliability and integrity of vendor",
rating score by school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.33 (58)^ 4.18 (61)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.18 (56) 4.32 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 4.44 (25) 4.24 (33)
Large 3.97 (31) 4.40 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes
Table 5b« Analysis of variance of criterion 2, "reliability and
integrity of vendor", rating scores by school size and
occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of
squares d.f.
Mean
squares
F-
value
Significance
of F
Occupational
classification 0.485 1 0.485 0.866 0.345
School size 0.558 1 0.558 0.996 0.320
Occupational
classification
X school size 2.919 1 2.919 5.214 0.024*
Residual 64.338 115 0.560
*Denotes significance at the 0.05 level.
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Figure 1. School size by occupational classification interaction on
criterion 2 "reliability and integrity of vendor" rating
scores
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found for respondent category by school size and occupational
classification were attributable to: (a) the relatively high mean score
of the teachers and the relatively low mean score of the administrators
in small schools, and (b) the relatively low mean score of the teachers
and the relatively high score of the administrators in large schools.
Criterion 3 "make and brand names" Hypothesis 1 (F(i,115) =
4.546, p<0.05), Hypothesis 2 (F(l,115) = 4,291, p<0.05), and Hypothesis 3
(F(l,il5) • 5.467, p<0-05) were rejected. These indicated that there
were significant differences in mean criteria rating scores between:
respondents from large and small schools, teachers and administrators,
and that there was a significant interaction in mean criteria rating
scores on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification, respectively. The means for this analysis are shown in
Table 6a, and a summary of the analysis of variance is shown in Table 6b.
A plot of the interaction is shown in Figure 2.
An inspection of the interaction plot reveals Chat teachers in small
schools had a relatively higher mean score than the teachers in the large
schools. However, administrators in small schools had a relatively lower
mean score than administrators in large schools. From this plot, it can
also be seen that the significant differences found for respondents by
school size and occupational classifications were attributable to: (a)
the relatively low mean scores of both the teachers and the
administrators in large schools; and (b) the relatively high mean score
of the teachers and the relatively low mean score of the administrators
in the small schools.
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Table 6a* Means of criterion 3, "make and brand names", rating score by
school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.50 (58)^ 3.11 (61)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.50 (56) 3.13 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 4.00 (25) 3.12 (33)
Large 3.10 (31) 3.13 (30)
^umbe rs expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table 6b. Analysis of variance of criterion 3, "make and brand names",
racing scores by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sim of
squares d.f.
Mean
squares
F-
value
Signif icance
of F
Occupational
classification 4.840 1 4.840 4.546 0.041*
School size 5.127 1 5.127 4.546 0.035*
Occupational
classification
X school size 6.166 1 6.166 5.467 0.021*
Residual 129.691 115 1.128
*Denotes significance at Che 0.05 level.
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Figure 2. School size and occupational classification interaction on
criterion 3 "make and brand names" rating scores
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Criterion k "appearance" Hypothesis 2 (F(l,116) = 8.666, p<0.05)
was rejected, indicating that there was a significant difference in mean
criteria rating scores between teachers and administrators on the
criterion "appearance". Hypothesis 3 (F(l,116) = 3.924, p=0.05) was also
rejected, indicating that there was a significant interaction in mean
criteria rating scores on respondent category by school size and
occupational classification. Hypothesis 1 (F(l,116) - 0.182, p>0.05) was
not rejected, Indicating that there was no significant difference in mean
criteria rating scores between respondents from small and large schools.
The means for this analysis are shown in Table 7a and a summary of the
analysis of variance is shown in Table 7b. A plot of the interaction is
shown in Figure 3.
An inspection of the interaction plot reveals that the teachers in
small schools had a relatively higher mean score than the administrators
in large schools. Similarly, the mean scores of teachers in small and
large schools were relatively higher than that of the administrators in
large and small schools. From this plot, it can be seen that the
significant differences found for occupational classification were
attributable to the relatively high mean scores of teachers in both small
and large schools and the relatively low mean scores of the
administrators in small and large schools. The nonsignificant
differences found for respondent category by school size can be
attributed to the relatively high mean scores of teachers and the
relatively low mean scores of administrators in both small and large
schools.
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Table 7a« Means of criterion 4, "appearance", rating score by school
size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
2.79 (58)^ 12.74 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.05 (57) 2.51 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.31 (26) 2.38 (32)
Large 2.84 (31) 2.65 (31)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes
Table 7b. Analysis of variance of criterion 4, "appearance", rating
scores by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of
squares d.f.
Mean
squares
F-
value
Signif icance
of F
Occupational
classification 8.989 1 8.989 8.666 0.004**
School size 0.189 1 0.189 0.182 0.670
Occupational
classification
X school size 4.070 1 4.070 3.924 0.050*
Residual 120.322 116 1.037
*Denotes significance at the 0.05 level.
**Denotes significance beyond the 0.01 level.
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Figure 3, School size and occupational classification interaction on
criterion 4 "appearance" rating scores
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Criterion 5 "standardization" Hypothesis 2 (F(l,116) • 5«983,
p<0.05) was rejected, indicating that there was a significant difference
in mean criteria rating scores between teachers and administrators on the
criterion "standardization". Hypothesis 1 (F(l,116) = 0.032, p>0.05) was
not rejected, indicating that there was no significant difference in mean
criteria rating scores between respondents from small and large schools.
Also, hypothesis 3 (F(l,116) = 2.114, p>0.05) was not rejected,
indicating that no significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores
was found on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification. The means for this analysis are shown in Table 8a and a
summary of the analysis of variance is shown in Table 8b.
Criterion 6 "utilization (extent/frequency of use)" Hypothesis 2
(F(l,lll) • 7.152, p<0.05) was rejected, indicating that there was a
significant difference in mean criteria rating scores between teachers
and administrators on the criterion "utilization". Hypothesis 1
(F(l,lll) - 2.089, p>0.05) and hypothesis 3 (F(l,lll) = 0.006, p>0.05)
were not rejected. The nonrejection of hypothesis 1 means that no
significant difference in mean criteria rating score was found between
respondents from small and large schools. Similarly, the nonrejection of
hypothesis 3 means that no significant interaction in mean criteria
rating score was found on respondent category by school size and
occupational classification. The means for this analysis are shown in
Table 9a, and a summary of the analysis of variance is shown in Table 9b.
Criterion 7 "servicing and maintenance" Hypothesis i (F(l,115) *
4.180, p<0.05) and hypothesis 2 (F( 1,115) =» 4. 734, p<0.05) were rejected.
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Table 8a* Means of criterion 5, "standardization", rating score by
school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3,62 (58)^ 3.63 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.42 (57) 3.81 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small
Large
3.54 (26)
3.32 (31)
3.69 (32)
3.94 (31)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes,
Table 8b. Analysis of variance of criterion 5, "standardization", rating
scores by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of
squares d.f.
Mean
squares
F-
val ue
Signif icance
of F
Occupational
classification 4.538 1 4.538 5.983 0.016*
School size 0.024 1 0.024 0.032 0.858
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.1603 1 1.603 2.114 0.149
Residual 87.982 116 0.758
*Denotes significance at the 0.05 level•
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Table 9a« Means of criterion 6, "utilization (extent/frequency of use)"
rating score by school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.05 (57)® 4.22 (58)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.97 (59) 4.32 (56)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.85 (27) 4.23 (30)
Large 4.06 (32) 4.42 (26)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample si zes
Table 9b. Analysis of variance of criterion 6, "utilization (extent/
frequency of uses", rating scores by school size and
occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sura of
squares d.f.
Mean
squares
F-
value
Significance
of F
Occupational
classification 3.930 1 3.930 7.152 0.009**
School size 1.148 1 1.148 2.089 0.151
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.003 1 0.003 0.006 0.940
Residual 60.995 111 0.550
**Denotes significance beyond the 0.01 level.
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The rejeccion of hypothesis 1 indicated that there was a significant
difference in mean criteria rating scores between respondents from small
and large schools. Similarly, the rejection of hypothesis 2 means that
there was a significant difference in mean criteria rating scores between
teachers and administrators. Hypothesis 3 (F(l,115) - 0.843, p>0.05) was
not rejected, indicating that there was no significant interaction in
mean criteria rating scores on respondent category by school size and
occupational classification. The means for this analysis are shown in
Table 10a and a summary of the analysis of variance is shown in Table
10b.
Other Findings
The findings presented in this section relate to the methods and
procedures used for purchasing equipment, and the financing of equipment.
Purchasing arrangements used
Two major arrangements used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment were presented to the teachers and
administrators in small and large schools. As revealed in Table 11, 83.9
percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers and 71.0 percent of
the administrators in the large schools agreed that equipment purchases
in their schools were made through centralized purchasing units or
departments. Only 3.2 percent of the administrators in the large school
category indicated that equipment purchases were being made through other
arrangements than centralized and decentralized purchasing units. In the
small school category, there was a greater variation in responses between
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Table 10a. Means of criterion 7, "servicing and maintenance", rating
score by school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.47 (58)® 4.13 (61)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.11 (56) 4.46 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small
Large
4.36 (25)
3.90 (31)
4,55 (33)
4,37 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table 10b. Analysis of variance of criterion 7, "
maintenance", rating scores by school
classification
'servicing
size and
and
occupational
Sources of Sum of
variation squares
Mean
d.f. squares
F-
value
Significance
of F
Occupational
classification 3.195 1 3.195 4.734 0.032*
School size 2.821 1 2.821 4.180 0.043*
Occupational
classification
X, school size 0.569 1 0.569 0.843 0.361
Residual 77.618 115 0.675
*Denotes significance at the 0.05 level.
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Table 11, Frequency and percentage of purchasing arrangement used
Purchasing
arrangement
Respondent group
Small school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator
Large school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator Total
Centralized purchasing
unit/department
12
(44..4)®
28
(84.8)
26
(83. 9)
22
(71.0)
88
(72.1)
Decentralized purchasing
unit/department
8
(29..6)
4
(12.1)
5
(16. 1)
8
(25,8)
25
(20,5)
Other 7
(25. 9)
1
(3-0)
— I
(3.2)
9
(7.4)
Total 27
(100. 0)
33
(100.0)
31
(96. 9)
31
(100.0)
122^
(99,2)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for one respondent.
industrial arts/technology teachers and the administrators; 44,4 percent
of the teachers and 84.8 percent of the administrators indicated that
equipment purchases in their schools were made through centralized
purchasing units. While only 3 percent of the administrators indicated
arrangements other than central and decentralized purchasing
arrangements, 25.9 percent of the teachers opted for "other"
arrangements.
Purchasing methods used
In order to determine the methods being used for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment, the respondents were
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Table 12* Frequency and percentage of purchasing method used
Respondent group
Method Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Competitive bids with no
alternates accepted (3.8)®
4
(12.1)
11
(34.4)
5
(16.1)
21
(17.2)
Competitive bids with
alternates accepted
3
(11.5)
8
(24.2)
— 15
(48.4)
26
(21.3)
Open account 1
(3-8)
2
(6.1)
— 1
(3.2)
4
(3.3)
Firm price quotation 3
(U.5)
10
(30.3)
8
(25.0)
8
(25.8)
29
(23.8)
Any method instructor
deems best
18
(69.2)
8
(24.2)
12
(37.5)
2
(6.5)
40
(32.8)
Other — 1
(3.0)
1
(3.1)
— 2
(1.6)
Tot al 26
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
122^
(100.0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for one respondent.
asked to Identify the methods that were mostly being used for purchasing
Industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment In their respective
schools. Table 12 shows the responses of teachers and administrators.
The data presented in Table 12 revealed that teachers and administrators
in both school categories differed greatly on the methods used for
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purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment; 66.7 percent
of the teachers in the small school category chose "any method instructor
deems best", while only 24.2 percent of the administrators in the same
school category chose this method. In the large school category, 37.5
percent of the teachers chose "any method the instructor deems best",
while only 6.5 percent of the administrators chose this method. Although
48.4 percent of the administrators in large schools chose "competitive
bids with alternates accepted", no teacher in this school category chose
this method. While 34.4 percent of the teachers in the large school
category chose "competitive bids with no alternates accepted", only 16.1
percent of the administrators chose this method. "Firm price quotations"
was chosen by 11.5 percent of the teachers and 30.3 percent of the
administrators in the small school category. In the large school
category, "firm price quotations" was chosen by 25.0 percent of the
teachers and 25.8 percent of the administrators. Only about 38.2 percent
of all the schools surveyed used the bid process for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Purchasing procedures used
The respondents were asked whether all equipment purchases in their
schools were made through the bid process. Their responses are shown in
Table 13. The data revealed that more than 83 percent of the teachers
and administrators in the small school category, and more than 74 percent
of the teachers and administrators in the large school category, were in
agreement that not all equipment purchases were made through the bid
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Table 13. Frequency and percentage of the use of the bid process
Yes
No
Use of the bid
process
Respondent group
Small school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator
(n^=27) (n=33)
Large school
Teach- Adminis
tratorer
(n=32) (n=31) (N =123)
4 5 8 7 24
(14.8)^ (16,7) (25.0) (23.3) (20.2)
23 25 24 23 95
(85.2) (83.3) (75.0) (76.7) (79.8)
Total 27 30 32 30 119
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
^n » Sample size for each group.
= Total sample size.
jNumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for four respondents.
process. However, 14.8 percent of the teachers and 15.2 percent of the
administrators in the small school category were of the opinion that all
equipment purchases in their schools were made through the bid process.
In the large school category, 25.0 percent of the teachers and 22.6
percent of the administrators also were of the opinion that all equipment
purchases were made through the bid process.
Minimum dollar amount set for bid
When bids are used for the purchase of a limited number or value of
items, certain minimum dollar amounts are usually set below which a
piece(s) of equipment should not be purchased through the bid process.
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ks shown in Table 14, the most frequently reported minimum dollar amount
for bid in most of the schools that responded to this item was $500.00.
Four respondents indicated that up to $10,000 was set as Che minimum
dollar amount for purchasing equipment through the bid process. The
least amount reported was $10,00. The table also revealed that most of
the schools either had no set minimum dollar amount for bid or did not
use the bid process in purchasing.
Use of low bids in purchase decisions
Industrial arts/technology teachers and administrators who
participated in the study were asked whether low bids were always used to
select equipment to be purchased in their schools. The responses of the
teachers and administrators to this question are presented in Table 15.
The data shown in the table revealed Chat more Chan 85 percent of the
teachers and administrators in the small school category were of the
opinion that low bid was not always used to select equipment to be
purchased in their schools; 11.1 percent of Che teachers and 6.3 percent
of the administrators indicated they did not know if low bid was always
used to select equipment to be purchased. In the large school category,
more than 77 percent of the teachers and administrators were also of the
opinion that low bid was not always used to select equipment to be
purchased. However, 3.2 percent of the teachers and 19.4 percent of Che
administrators indicated that low bid was always used Co select equipment
to be purchased.
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Table 14. Frequency and percentage of purchasing arrangement used
Respondenc group
Minimum dollar
amount: Small school Large school
Teach Adminis Teach Adminis
er trator er trator Total
10.00 „ 1 1
20.00 — — — 1 1
50.00 — — 2 1 3
100.00 2 3 — 1 6
200.00 1 1 — 1 3
250.00 1 — — 1
300.00 1 1 i — 3
350.00 — — — 1 1
500.00 4 3 2 6 15
1,000.00 1 1 2 3 7
1,500.00 — — 1 1 2
2,000.00 1 1 — 1 3
5,000.00 — 2 — 1 3
10,000.00 3 1 4
Not applicable 16 17 23 14 70
Total 27 33 32 31 123
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Table 15. Frequency and percentage of low bid as the major decision
factor
Low bid
Respondent group
Small school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator
Large school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator Total
Yes 1 1 1 6 9
(3. (3,.1) (3,.2) (19.4) (7.^4)
No 23 29 26 24 102
(85. 2) (90..6) (83..9) (7.4) (84..3)
Do not know 3 2 4 1 10
(11. 1) (6..3) (12. 9) (3.2) (8. 3)
Total 27 32 31 31 121*^
(100. 0) (100. 0) (100..0) (100.0) (100. 0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Wissing data were observed for two respondents.
Responsibility for writing requisitions
In order to learn the person(s) responsible for writing
requisitions, a list of persons who perform such roles was developed out
of the literature review. The list was presented to the respondents who
were then asked to identify those that apply to their schools. Table 16
shows the responses of industrial arts/teachers and administrators. The
data in the table revealed that more than 74 percent of the teachers and
administrators in the small school category were of the opinion that the
instructor was responsible for writing requisitions for industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment. The instructor was also chosen as
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Table 16. Frequency and percentage of persons responsible for writing
requisitions
Respondent group
Person
responsible Small school Large school
Teach Adminis— Teach Adminis
er trator er trator
(n^»27) (n=33) (n=32) (n=31)
Instructor 20 h 25 28 13
(74.1)'' (75.8) (87.5) (41.9)
Head of department (or 5 4 4 9
supervisor) (18.5) (12.1) (12.5) (29.0)
Principal 4 1 1 8
(14.8) (3.0) (3.1) (25.8)
Other __ 4 1 8
(12.1) (3.1) (25.8)
^n = Sample size for each group.
Numbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
the person responsible for writing equipment requisitions by 87.5 percent
of the teachers and 41.9 percent of the administrators in the large
school category, "Principal" was chosen as the one responsible for
writing specific action for industrial arts/technology equipment by 14.8
percent of the teachers and 3.0 percent of the administrators in the
small school category, and by.3.1 percent of the teachers and 25.8
percent of the administrators in large schools.
Responsibility for approving equipment requisitions
Several persons and combinations of persons responsible for
approving requisitions for industrial arts/technology laboratory
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equipment were presented to the industrial arts/technology teachers and
administrators in the study. They were asked to identify those that
applied to their school. The responses are shown in Table 17. The data
presented in the table revealed that more than 60 percent of the teachers
and administrators in the small school category indicated that it is the
responsibility of the superintendent to approve equipment requisitions.
On the other hand, 59.4 percent of the teachers and 43.3 percent of the
administrators in the large school category indicated that the principal
had this responsibility. While only 3.1 percent of the teachers and 13.3
percent of the administrators chose "head of department (or supervisor)",
no teacher or administrator in the small school category chose this
option. "Principal and superintendent" was chosen by 7.4 percent and
21.2 percent of the teachers and administrators, respectively,in the
small school category. The same option was selected by 12.5 percent and
13.3 percent of the teachers and administrators, respectively, in the
large school category.
Criteria for selecting vendor
A list of nine selected criteria used for selecting vendors of
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment were presented to the
industrial arts/technology teachers and administrators. They were
requested to rate each criterion on a scale of 1 = Unimportant to 5 =
Very Important. As revealed in Table 18, the industrial arts/technology
teachers and the administrators in the large school category agreed that
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Table 17, Frequency and percentage of persons responsible for approving
requisitions
Respondent group
Person
responsible Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Head of department
(or supervisor)
—
— 1
(3.1)
2
(6.7)
3
(2.5)
Principal 2
7.4)®
5
(15.2)
19
(59.4)
13
(43.3)
39
(32.0)
Superintendent 20
(74.1)
20
(60.6)
4
(12.5)
4
(13.3)
48
(39.3)
Other — — 2
(6.3)
2
(6.7)
4
(3.3)
Head of department
and principal
—
— 1
(3.1)
1
(3.3)
2
(1.6)
Principal and
superintendent
2
(7.4)
7
(21.2)
4
(12.5)
4
(13.3)
17
(13.9)
Head of department
and superintendent
(0.8)
1
(3.7)
— — — 1
Head of department, princi
pal, and superintendent
— — 1
(3.1)
— 1
(0.8)
Some other combination
of persons
2
(7.4)
1
(3.0)
— 4
(13.3)
7
(5.7)
Total 27
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
30
(100.0)
122^
(100.0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for one respondent.
Table 18. Group means, standard deviations, and mean ranks of the
criteria for selecting vendors
Respondent group*
Criterion
Small school
Teacher Administrator
M SD N R M SD N R
1. Low price 4.110 0,974 27 6 3.818 0.917 33 6
2. Prompt delivery 4.259 0.526 27 4 4.061 0.788 33 4
3- Has catalog 3.269 1.185 26 9 2-727 1.232 33 9
A. Reliability 4.704 0.542 27 1 4.531 0.507 33 2
5. Supports industrial
arts/technology 3.519 1.341 27 7 3.485 1.121 33 7
6. Has salesman in area 2.704 1.325 27 8 2.697 1.159 33 8
7. Reputation 4,148 0.864 27 5 3.970 1.045 33 5
8. Quality of products 4.667 0.450 27 2 4.697 0.467 33 1
9. Service 4.360 0.810 25 3 4.485 0.508 33 3
* number of respondents; M= mean; SD = standard deviation; and
R - Mean rank.
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Respondent group
Large school Over-
Teacher Administrator
all
mean
R
M SD N R M SD N R
3.969 1.062 32 3 4.032 0.752 31 4 3.976 4
3.710 1.071 31 7 3.677 1.077 31 6 3.918 6
3.226 1.257 31 8 2.226 1.055 31 9 2.843 8
1,015 30 2 4.742 0.445 31 1 4.558 2
3.844 1.019 32 5 3.290 1.419 31 7 3.537 7
2.613 1.334 31 9 2.710 1.296 31 8 2.680 9
3.750 1.016 32 6 3.968 0.795 31 5 3.951 5
4.438 0,801 32 1 4.645 0.486 31 2 4.610 1
3.968 1.970 31 4 4.226 0.920 31 3 4.258 3
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the most important criteria for selecting vendors were: "quality of
products", "reliability", "service", and "prompt delivery". The group
mean score of these four criteria ranged from 4,061 (Important) to 4.704
(Very Important). Except for "service", which had a standard deviation
of 0.810 in the teacher group, the standard deviations of the other four
criteria ranged from 0.406 to 0.542, Indicating a relatively low
variability in responses among the two groups: industrial
arts/technology teachers and administrators in the small school category.
In the large school category, the industrial arts/technology
teachers and administrators agreed that the four most important criteria
used for selecting vendors were: "quality of products", "reliability",
service", and "low price". The group means of these four criteria
ranged from 3.968 to 4.742. The standard deviations of the criteria
rating scores for the four criteria ranged from 0.801 to 1.970 in the
teacher group, indicating a fairly high variability in the teachers'
ratings of the criteria. In the administrator group, the variability in
mean criteria rating scores to the four criteria was relatively lower
than in the teacher group; the standard deviations ranged from 0.445 for
the "reliability" criterion to 0.920 for the "service" criterion.
Table 18 also revealed that two criteria, "has catalog" and "has
salesman in area", were considered to be of least importance by
industrial arts teachers and administrators in both the small and large
school categories.
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Recommendation of vendor
As shown in Table 19, more than 69.2 percent of the industrial arts
teachers and administrators in the small school category indicated that
industrial arts/technology teachers in their schools recommend vendors of
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment to their school
administration. The same opinions were expressed by more than 58 percent
of the industrial arts teachers and administrators in the large school
category. Less than 20 percent of the teachers and administrators in the
small school category and less than 13 percent in the large school
category indicated that industrial arts/technology teachers in their
schools did not recommend vendors to their schools' administration.
Table 19. Frequency and percentage of industrial arts/technology
teachers recommending vendors to the administration
Recommend
vendor
Respondent group
Small school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Yes 18 23 23 18 82
(75. (69. 7) (71..9) (58,.1) (68.3)
No 5 4 4 2 15
(20. 8) (12. 1) (12..5) (6. 5) (12.5)
Sometimes 1 6 5 11 23
(4. 2) (18. 2) (15. 6) (35. 5) (19.2)
Total 24 33 32 31 120^
(100. 0) (100. 0) (100. 0) (LOO. 0) (100.0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for three respondents.
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Reviewing vendor bids
As shown In Table 20, 60 percent of the industrial arts teachers and
75.8 percent of the administrators, both in the small school category,
revealed that industrial arts/technology teachers in their schools
, reviewed vendor bids prior to the final selection of vendors. The same
opinion was expressed by 41.9 percent and 54.8 percent of the industrial
arts/technology teachers and administrators, respectively, in the large
school category. While less than 25 percent of each of the teacher and
administrator groups in the small school category indicated that
industrial arts/technology teachers in their schools do not review bids
returned by vendors, 41.9 percent of the administrators and 35.5 percent
of the industrial arts/technology teachers in the large school category
indicated that industrial arts/technology teachers in their schools did
not review bids returned by vendors.
Responsibility for determining ^ need for equipment
As revealed in Table 21, more than 57.0 percent of each of the
industrial arts/technology teacher and administrator groups in the two
school categories indicated that it was the responsibility of the
instructor to determine a need for industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment. While 18.5 percent of the teachers and 15.2 percent of the
administrators in the small school category indicated that the principal
was responsible for determining a need for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment, only 3-2 percent of each of the teacher and
administrator groups in the large school category mentioned the principal
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Table 20. Frequency and percentage of industrial arts/technology
teachers reviewing vendor bids
Review
vendor bids
Respondent group
Small school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator
Large school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator Total
Yes 15 25 13 17 70
(65.2)® (75.8) (A1.9) (56.7) (59.8)
No 6 8 11 13 38
(26.1) (24.2) (35.5) (43.3) (32.5)
Sometimes 2 7 ^ 9
(8.7) (22.6) (7.7)
Total 23 33 31 30 117^
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for six respondents.
as the one that was responsible for determining need for equipment. The
data in the table revealed that the practices regarding the
responsibility for determining need for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment varied between and among small and large schools
within the state of Iowa.
Responsibility for making final purchase decisions
As to which vendor is selected, Table 22 revealed that 59.3 percent
of the industrial arts/technology teachers and 51.5 percent of the
administrators in the small category indicated that it was the
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Table 21. Frequency and percentage of persons responsible for determin
ing equipment needs
Person
responsible Small school Large school
Teach
er
(n^=27)
Adminis
trator
(n=33)
Teach
er
(n=32)
Adminis
trator
(n-31)
School board 5 ,
(IB.5)''
5
(15.2)
1
(3.1)
1
(3.2)
Superintendent 8
(29.6)
8
(24.2)
4
(12.5)
2
(6.5)
Principal 2
(7.4)
4
(12.1)
6
(18.8)
6
(19.4)
Head of department 3
(U.l)
5
(15.2)
6
(18.8)
9
(29.0)
Instructor 17
(63.0)
19
(57.6)
22
(68.8)
20
(64.5)
Other —— —— 4
(12.5)
1
(3.2)
« Sample size for each group.
Numbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
responsibility of the superintendent to make final decisions as to which
vendor was awarded the bid. While 14.8 percent of the teachers and 39.4
percent of the administrators in the small school category chose "the
school board" as being responsible for making final decisions regarding
the vendor to be awarded the bid, only 27.2 percent of the teachers and
30 percent of the administrators chose "head of department (or
supervisor)". About 34.4 percent of the teachers and 22.6 percent of the
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Table 22» Frequency and percentage of responsibility for final purchas
ing decisions
Person
responsible Small school Large school
Teach-
• er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
School board 4
(14.8)®
13
(39.4)
2
(6.3)
8
(25.8)
27
(22.0)
Superintendent 16
(59.3)
17
(51.5)
11
(34.4)
7
(22.6)
51
(41.5)
Principal
— 3
(9.4)
4
(12,9)
7
(5.7)
Head of department (or
supervisor)
6
(22.2)
1
(3.0)
4
(12.5)
3
(9.7)
14
(11.4)
Purchasing agent or
business manager
— — — —
—
Instructor — — 8
(25.0)
8
(25.8)
16
(13.0)
A combination of
persons
— 2
(6.1)
— 1
(3.2)
3
(2.4)
Other 1
(3.7)
— 4
(12.5)
— 5
(4.1)
Total 27
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100,0)
123
(100.0)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
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administrators in the large school category chose "superintendent" as
being responsible for making final decisions in their schools regarding
which vendor is awarded bids. Equal percentage (25.8) of the
administrators in the large school category indicated that the school
board and the instructor were responsible for making final decisions as
to which vendor was awarded the bid. While 25,0 percent of the
instructors in this school category indicated that the instructor was
responsible for making final decisions regarding the award of bids, only
6.3 percent chose "school board" as being responsible for performing this
role.
Required use of purchase orders
As shown in Table 23, there was a perfect (100.0 percent) agreement
between the industrial arts/technology teachers and the administrators in
the large school category that purchase orders were required in
purchasing industrial arts/technology equipment. In the small school
category, 85.2 percent of the teachers and 90.9 percent of the
administrators also agreed that the use of purchase orders in purchasing
industrial arts/technology equipment was required in their schools. Only
6.1 percent of the administrators in the small school category indicated
that purchase orders were not required to be used in purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Responsibility for writing specifications
Table 24 shows that more than 63 percent of the industrial
arts/technology teachers and the administrators in the small school
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Table 23. Frequency and percentage of the required use of purchase
orders
Respondent group
Use of
order
purchase
required Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Yes 23
(85.2)®
30
(90.9)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
116
(94.3)
No 2
(6.1)
—
— 2
(1.6)
Sometimes 4
(14.8)
1
(3.0)
—— 5
(4.1)
Total 27
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
123
(100.0)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
category indicated that it was the responsibility of the instructor to
write specifications for industrial arts/technology equipment to be
purchased; 78.1 percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers and
45.2 percent of the administrators in the large school category also
indicated that the Instructor was responsible for writing equipment
specifications in their schools. The "purchasing agent" and "head of
department (or supervisor)" were each chosen by 19.4 percent of the
administrators in the large school category as being responsible for
writing equipment specifications. Only 3.1 percent of the industrial
arts/technology teachers in this category chose "purchasing agent".
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Table 24. Frequency and percentage of responsibility for writing
specifications
Person
responsible Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Purchasing agent 2
(7.7)®
2
(6.1)
1
(3.1)
6
(19.4)
11
(9.0)
Instructor 20
(76.9)
21
(63.6)
25
(78.1)
14
(45.2)
80
(65.6)
Head of department (or
supervisor)
3
(11.5)
3
(9.1)
2
(6.3)
6
(19.4)
14
(1U5)
Other — 1
(3.0)
1
(3.1)
2
(6.5)
8
(6.6)
A combination of
persons
— 1
(3.0)
2
(6.3)
2
(6.5)
4
(3.3)
Do not know 1
(3.8)
5
(15.2)
1
(3.1)
1
(3.2)
8
(6.6)
Total 26
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
122^
(100.0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for one respondent.
while 6.3 percent chose "head of department". In the small school
category, 11.1 percent of the teachers and 9.1 percent of the
administrators indicated that the head of department was responsible for
writing specifications for equipment. "Purchasing agent" was chosen by
7.4 percent of the teachers and 6.1 percent of the administrators in this
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category.
Use of brand names and manufacturers' references
in specifications
The response of the industrial arts/technology teachers and the
administrators regarding the use of brand names and/or manufacturers*
references in specifications to indicate the type of equipment desired
are shown in Table 25. The data in the table revealed that 55.6 percent
of the industrial arts/technology teachers and 40,6 percent of the
administrators in the small school category indicated that brand names or
manufacturers' references were used in specifications to indicate the
type of equipment desired; 37.5 percent of the administrators and 33.3
percent of the teachers in this category revealed that their schools
sometimes used brand names or manufacturers' references in specifications
to indicate the type of equipment desired. In the large school category^
65.6 percent of the teachers and 22.6 percent of the administrators
indicated that their schools used brand names or manufacturers'
references in specifications to indicate the type of equipment desired;
51.6 percent of the administrators and 25.0 percent of the teachers noted
that their schools sometimes engaged in this practice.
To a very large extent, both small and large schools engaged in the
practice of specifying the type of industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment desired using brand names of the equipment and/or the equipment
manufacturers' references.
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Table 25. Frequency and percentage of the use of brand names or
manufacturers* references in equipment specifications
Use brand names or
manufacturers' references
Respondent group
Small school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator
Large school
Teach- Adminis-
er trator Total
Yes 15 13 21 7 56
(55,.6)^ (40. 6) (65,.6) (22,.6) (45. 9)
No 2 3 2 2 9
(7..4) (9. 1) (6..3) (6..5) (7. 4)
Sometimes 9 12 8 16 45
(33..3) (37. 5) (25..0) (51. 6) (36. 9)
Do not know 1 4 1 6 12
(3..7) (12. 5) (3..1) (19..4) (9. 8)
Total 27 32 32 31 122^>
(100. 0) (100. 0) (100. 0) (100. 0) (100. 0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for one respondent.
Time of purchase
As revealed by the data in Table 26, a majority of the schools in
each of the small and the large school categories purchased their
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment in spring and summer.
More than 40 percent of each of the teacher and administrator groups in
both school categories indicated that the bulk of their equipment was
purchased during spring. On the other hand, 34.6 percent of the teachers
and 21.2 percent of the administrators in the small school category
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Table 26. Frequencies and percentages of time of the year for
making purchases
Respondent group
Time of the
year Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Spring 11
(42.3)®
18
(54.5)
14
(43.8)
19
(61.3)
62
(50.8)
Summer 9
(34.6)
7
(21.2)
11
• (34.4)
11
(35.5)
38
(31.1)
Fall 3
(11.5)
3
(9.1)
1
(3.1)
— 7
(5.7)
Any time during the
year
3
(11.5)
4
(12.1)
5
(15.6)
— 12
(9.8)
Other
— — —
—
—
Spring and summer — 1
(3.0)
— — 1
(0.8)
Summer and fall — .— — 1
(3.2)
1
(0.8)
Spring and fall —
— 1
(3.1)
— 1
(0.8)
Total 26
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
3L
(100.0)
122^
(100.0)
^Numbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for one respondent.
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indicated that the bulk of their industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment was purchased during summer. In the large school category,
34,A percent of the teachers and 35.5 percent of the administrators noted
that their schools purchased the bulk of their Industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment during summer. "Spring and summer", "summer and
"spring and fall" were each indicated as the time for making
purchases by 0,8 percent of the respondents.
Financing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment
As shown in Table 27, both single, fixed and separate budgets were
used in both small and large schools. The data in the table revealed,
among other things, that 53.8 percent of the industrial arts/technology
teachers and 48.5 percent of the administrators in the small school
category were of the opinion that their schools used single, fixed
budgets for new equipment, materials and supplies, while 46.2 percent of
the teachers and 48.5 percent of the administrators noted that separate
budgets were maintained for the repair and/or replacement of laboratory
equipment. While 28.1 percent of the industrial arts/technology teachers
and 38.7 percent of the administrators in the large school category
indicated that single, fixed budgets for new equipment, materials and
supplies was used in their schools, 58.8 percent of the teachers and 71.0
percent of the administrators noted that separate budgets were maintained
for the repair and/or replacement of laboratory equipment. More than 65
percent of each of the teacher and administrator groups in the large
school category included instructional supplies among the areas where
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Table 27* Frequency and percentage of the budgeting arrangements used
for equipment
Budgeting
arrangement used Small school Large school
Teach- Adminis- Teach- Adrainis-
er trator er trator
(n®-27) (n-33) (n=32) (n»31)
Respondent group
Single, fixed budget for 14 16 9 12
new equipment, materials (53.8) (48.5) (28.1) (38.7)
and supplies
Separate budget maintained for:
Maintenance of 4 9 15 14
laboratory facilities (15.4) (27.3) (46.9) (45.2)
Repair and/or replacement 12 16 22 22
of laboratory equipment (46.2) (48.5) (68.8) (71.0)
Instructional supplies 9 18 21 23
(34.6) (54.5) (65.6) (74.2)
Other 2 3 5 3
(7.7) (9.1) (15.6) (9.7)
^n - Sample size for each group.
Niimbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
separate budgets were maintained. Similarly, 34.6 percent of the
teachers and 54.5 percent of the administrators included instructional
supplies among the areas where separate budgets were maintained.
Percent of building budget allocated to equipment
The administrators of the schools that participated in the study
were requested to reveal the approximate percent of their building
budgets allocated to the purchase, repair and maintenance of industrial
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arts/technology laboratory equipment. Table 28 shows that 75.8 percent
of the administrators in small schools and 60.7 percent of those in large
schools indicated that only 5 percent of the building budget or less was
allocated to the purchase, repair, and maintenance of industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment in their respective schools. Only
6.1 percent of the administrators in small schools and 3.6 percent of
those in large schools indicated that approximately 12 to 17 percent of
their building budgets were allocated to the purchase, repair, and
maintenance of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Table 28. Frequency and percentage of approximate percent of building
budget allocated to equipment
Administrator
Approximate
percent Small school Large school
5% or less 25
(75.8)®
17
(60.7)
6 to 11% 6
(18.2)
10
(35.7)
12 to 17% 2
(6.1)
1
(3.6)
18 to 23% —
24% or more —
Total 33
(100.0)
28^
(100.0)
^umbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Missing data were observed for three respondents.
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Additional sources of funding for equipment
The industrial arts/technology teachers and the administrators were
requested to reveal what additional sources of funding they had for
Industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. As revealed by the data
in Table 29, the most frequent additional source of funding for
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment in the small school
category was "local source"; this was indicated by 22.2 percent of the
teachers and by 39.4 percent of the administrators. However, 59.3
percent of the teachers and 42.4 percent of the administrators indicated
that their schools had no additional source of funding. "Federal source"
was mentioned by ll.l percent of the teachers and 30.3 percent of the
administrators in this category. In the large school category, the most
frequent additional source of funding was "state source", as mentioned by
43.8 percent of the teachers and 58.1 percent of the administrators.
"Local source" was mentioned by 45.2 percent of the administrators and
15.6 percent of the teachers. Only 9.7 percent of the administrators and
31.3 percent of the teachers in this category indicated that no
additional funds were available in their schools for industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Payment of industrial arts/technology laboratory fees
As shown in Table 30, more than 57.1 percent of each of the teachers
and the administrators in the small school category indicated that
industrial arts/technology students in their schools paid fees for using
industrial arts/technology laboratories; 37 percent of the teachers and
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Table 29. Frequency and percentage of sources of additional funding
Respondent group
Sources of
additional funding Small school Large school
Teach Adminis- Teach Adminis
er
a
t rator er trator
(n^-27) (n=33) (n=32) (n=31)
Federal fund 3 h 10 7 10
(11.1)^ (30.3) (21.9) (32.3)
State fund 3 9 14 18
(11.1) (27.3) (43.8) (58.1)
Local fund 6 13 5 14
(22.2) (39.4) (15.6) (45.2)
Personal donation 1 4 5 6
(3.7) (12.1) (15.6) (19.4)
Donation from industry 2 5 9 11
and business (7.4) (15.2) (28.1) (35.5)
No additional fund 16 14 10 3
available (59.3) (42.4) (31.3) (9.7)
a
» Sample size for each group.
Numbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
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Table 30. Frequency and percentage of the use of lab fees
Use of
lab fees Small school Large school
Teach- Adminis- Teach- Adminis-
er trator er trator Total
Respondent group
Yes 17 19 29 18 83
(63.0)^ (57.6) (90.6) (58.1) (67.5)
No 10 14 3 13 40
(37.0) (42.4) (9.4) (41.9) (32.5)
Total 27 33 32 31 123
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
42.4 percent of the administrators noted that students in their schools
did not pay Industrial arts/technology laboratory fees. In the large
school category, 90.6 percent of the teachers and 58.1 percent of the
administrators indicated that students paid industrial arts/technology
laboratory fees in their schools. On the other hand, 9.4 percent of the
teachers and 41.9 percent of the administrators indicated that students
in their schools did not pay industrial arts/technology laboratory fees.
Replacement schedules for obsolete and/or
worn-out equipment
The data presented in Table 31 revealed that over 70 percent of each
of the teacher and the administrator groups in the large and small school
categories indicated that the industrial arts/technology departments of
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their schools did not have an established schedule for the replacement of
obsolete and/or worn-out equipment. Only 12.1 percent of the
administrators and 7.4 percent of the teachers in the small school
category indicated that they had replacement schedules for industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment in their schools; 22.6 percent of
the administrators and 12.5 percent of the teachers also indicated that
they had replacement schedules for industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment in their schools.
Table 31. Frequency and percentage of use of laboratory equipment
replacement schedules
Respondent group
Use replacement
schedules Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Yes
(7.4)®
4
(12.1)
4
(12.5)
7
(22.6)
17
(13.8)
No 23
(85.2)
26
(78.8)
28
(87.5)
22
(71.0)
99
(80.5)
Do not know 2
(7,4)
3
(9.1)
— 2
(6.5)
7
(5.7)
Total 27
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
123
(100.0)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
Factors used for determining equipment replacement schedule
A list of factors for determining when to replace industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment was presented to respondents. They
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were requested to rate each factor on a scale of 1 » Unimportant to 5 »
Very Important. The group mean, standard deviation, and rank of the
group mean of the respondents' ratings of each factor are shown in Table
32. As the data in the table show, "service and maintenance
availability" had the highest group mean scores, 3.815 and 4.121, by the
teachers and the administrators, respectively, in the small school
category. "Limited instructional value" had the second highest mean
rating score by the teachers (3.708) and the administrators (4.061) in
the small school category. Each of the respondent groups (teacher and
administrator) in the two school categories (small and large) rated
"actual age of equipment" third highest. In the large school category,
"limited instructional value" had the highest group mean scores of 3.968
and 4.133 by the teachers and administrators, respectively. The standard
deviations of the scores were 1.048 and 1.008, respectively. "Service
and maintenance availability" had the second highest group mean scores of
3.906 and 4.032 by the teachers and the administrators, respectively.
The scores had standard deviations of 1.329 and 1.110, respectively.
"Illation factors" had the lowest group mean in all the groups except
for the administrators in large schools. For the latter, "salvage or
trade—in value" had the lowest group mean. Overall, the three factors
considered to be the most important for determining when to replace a
piece of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment were "limited
instructional value", "service and maintenance availability", and "actual
age of equipment".
Table 32. Group means, standard deviations, and mean ranks for the
factors for determining equipment replacement
Factor
1. Limited instructional
value
2. Actual age of equip
ment
3. Service and main
tenance availability
A. Salvage or trade-in
value
5. Inflation factors
Respondent group'
Small school
Teacher Administrator
M SD N R M SD N R
3.708 1.083 27 2 4.061 0.933 33 2
2.731 1.538 27 3 3.212 1.193 33 3
3,815 l.m 27 1 4.121 0.600 32 1
2.240 1.165 25 4 3.000 1.173 33 4
2.167 1.239 24 5 2.469 1.167 32 5
® number of respondents; M * mean; SD = standard deviation; and
R a mean rank.
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Respondent group
Large school Over
all R
Teacher Administrator
M SD N R M SD N R mean
3.968 1.048 31 1 4.133 1.008 30 1 3.983 1
2.806 1.493 31 3 3.194 1.108 31 3 3.000 3
3.906 1.329 32 2 4.032 1.110 31 2 3.976 2
2.700 1.489 30 4 2.677 1.400 31 5 2.681 4
2.607 1.474 28 5 2.733 1.112 30 4 2.509 5
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Background Information about the Respondents
Highest educational qualifications of respondents
Table 33 shows the highest educational qualifications of the
respondents; 69 (56»5%) of all the respondents had a master's degree as
their highest educational qualification, while only 3 (2.4%) had
qualifications that were not listed on the questionnaire# As shown in
the table, 18 (66.7%) of the teachers in small schools had a bachelor's
degree as the highest educational qualification, while 19 (59.4%) of the
teachers in large schools had a master's degree as their highest
qualification. In the administrator category, 23 (69.7%) of those in
small schools and 19 (61.3%) of those in large schools had a master's
degree.
Years of industrial arts/technology teaching or administrative
experience of respondents ~
The distribution of the number of years of industrial
arts/technology teaching experience of the teacher respondents and the
number of years of administrative experience of the administrators are
shown in Table 34. The data in the table showed that none of the
respondents had more than 11 years of working experience in their
respective jobs. Although 65 percent of all the respondents had 6-11
years of experience, greater percentages of the teachers (68.8 percent)
and the administrators (90.3 percent) in the large schools than the
percentages of teachers (40.7 percent) and administrators (57.6 percent)
in the small schools, fell into this category. On the other hand,
greater percentages of the teachers (59.3) and the administrators (42.4)
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Table 33. Frequency and percentage of the highest educational attainment
of respondents
Respondent group
Highest educational
qualification attained Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
Bachelor's degree 18
(66.7)®
— 7
(21.7)
— 25
(20.3)
Master's degree 8
(29.6)
23
(69.7)
19
(59.4)
19
(61.3)
69
(56.1)
Specialist 1
(3.7)
7
(21.2)
3
(9.4)
5
(16.1)
16
(13.0)
Doctorate degree — 1
(3.0)
3
(9.4)
6
(19.4)
10
(8.1)
Other — 2
(6.1)
— 1
(3.2)
3
(2.4)
Total 27
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
123
(100.0)
Percent of total (22.0) (26.8) (26.0) (25-2)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
in the small schools than that of the teachers (31.5) and the adminis
trators (9.7) in the large schools had five years of experience or less.
Areas of industrial arts/technology in which the industrial
arts/technology teachers were employed
The industrial arts/technology teachers surveyed were employed in
six major subject areas of industrial arts/technology: (1) construction,
(2) graphic communication, (3) energy and power, (4) manufacturing,
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Table 34, Years of Industrial arts/technology teaching and
administrative experience of respondents by school size
School size
Years
Small school Large school
Teach
er
Adminis
trator
Teach
er
Adminis
trator Total
5 years or less 16
(59.3)®
14
(42.4)
10
(31.3)
3
(9.7)
43
(35.0)
6 to 11 years 11
(40.7)
19
(57.6)
22
(68.8)
28
(90.3)
80
(65.0)
12 to 17 years — — — — —
18 to 23 years — — — — —
24 to 29 years
—
—
— — —
Total 27
(100.0)
33
(100.0)
32
(100.0)
31
(100.0)
123
(100,0)
Percent of total (22.0) (26.8) (26.0) (25.2)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are percentages-
(5) transportation, and (6) general area. As shown in Table 35, "general
area" was the most frequently occurring industrial arts/technology
subject area in the small school category, with a frequency of 34.
Energy and power was the least frequently occurring industrial
arts/technology subject area in the small school category. In the large
school category, "graphic communication" occurred most frequently
(frequency = 31), while the least frequent industrial arts/technology
area was the "general area". The data in the table also show that all
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the industrial arts/technology subject areas, except the "general" area,
occurred more frequently in the large school category than in the small
school category. (See Appendix D for the specific industrial
arts/technology subjects under each of the six industrial arts/technology
subject areas shown in Table 35.)
Table 35. Frequency of industrial arts/technology subject areas taught
by school size
Subj ect
area Small
School size
Total
Large
Construction 29® 30 59
Graphic communication 19 31 50
Energy and power 4 16 21
Manufacturing 11 26 37
Transportation 9 14 23
Other 34 12 46
Total 106 120 235
lumbers are frequencies of subjects related to each subject area,
Grade levels of classes taught by industrial
arts/technology teachers
Table 36 shows that the 9th and 11th through 12th grades were the
most frequently taught class grade levels in the small schools surveyed.
Each of them had a frequency of 21. Grades 9 through 12 were the least
frequently taught grades; it had a frequency of 2. In the large school
category, grades 10 to 12 were most frequently taught, with a frequency
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of 62. The least frequently taught grade in this category was 9th and
10th grades, with a frequency of I. The average class size of the
industrial arts/technology classes in the small schools was 9, while that
of the large schools was 16 (see Appendix Table D.l for details).
Table 36. Grade level of classes taught by industrial arts/technology
teachers by school size
School size
Grade of Total
class Small Large
(n-27) Cn-32)
9th 21^ 7 28
10th 13 3 16
11th 9 1 10
12th 14 6 20
9th and 10th 4 1 5
9th through Ilth 2 — 2
9th through 12th 7 20 27
10th and 11th 6 5 11
10th through 12th 8 62 70
11th and 12th 21 22 43
3
Numbers are frequencies of classes taught in specific grade(s)«
Frequency and percentage of general laboratory subject
matter taught by teacher respondents
Forty-six of the fifty-eight teachers that responded to the
questionaire item regarding the teaching of general laboratory subjects
indicated that they taught general laboratory subjects. As revealed in
Table 37, the most frequently taught general laboratory subject matters
in small schools were "woodwork" and "drafting". In the large school
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category, the most frequently taught general laboratory subject matters
were "crafts", "woodwork", and "metalwork/drafting". The least
frequently taught general laboratory subject matter in the small and
large school categories were "crafts" and "power mechanics",
respectively.
Table 37. Frequency and percentage of specific subject matter t aught
within general laboratory courses by school size
School jsize
General laboratory Total
subject matter Small Large
(n=26)^ (n-21)''
Woodwork 26 14 40
(100.0)^ (66.7)
Metalwork 20 13 33
(76.9) (61.9)
Drafting 25 13 38
(92.6) (61.9)
Electricity-electronics 12 9 21
(46.2) (42.9)
Crafts 5 __ 5
(19.5)
Power mechanics 16 2 18
(61.5) (9.5)
Other 8 10 18
(30,8) (47.6)
a^Based on the responses of 26 teachers,
^Based on the responses of 21 teachers.
Numbers expressed in parentheses are percentages.
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Discussion
The discussion presented here is based on the major findings of the
study. The findings of this study have shown that industrial
arts/technology teachers play significant roles in the selection and
purchase of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. This
finding is supported by the opinions of experts as revealed in the review
of literature as well as by the findings of previous research studies in
this area. Also, the school administrators recognize the need for
procuring appropriate industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment and
the importance of the teachers* role in the procurement process.
The need for procuring functional as well as technologically up-to-
date industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment has been greatly
emphasized by writers as well as practitioners in the field of industrial
education* This is to enable the students to acquire the state of the
art knowledge in both the theory and practice of the profession/field.
One interesting aspect of the findings of this study was that the
industrial arts/technology teachers obtained the information about
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment through reading
professional journals, magazines, and manufacturers' catalogs as well as
through attending industrial education conferences and visiting other
school laboratories. These are excellent sources of information on
latest technological innovations and instructional packages utilizing
some of such innovations.
One other interesting aspect of the findings of this study was the
fairly uniform standard or criteria used by senior high schools for
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selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. For example,
the five most important criteria used by the schools for selecting
equipment were: (1) safety features; (2) instructional objective; (3)
quality; (4) cost; and (5) servicing and maintenance. Of the 20 criteria
listed, small and large schools differed significantly in the degree of
importance they attached to only two: (1) make and brand name; and (2)
service and maintenance availability. However, all twenty criteria were
considered to be of some degree of importance by most of the respondents.
This finding supported the review of literature which showed that those
twenty criteria, among others, should be considered when selecting
equipment. The top priority given to the criteria "safety features",
"instructional objective", and "quality" in selecting equipment as
revealed by the findings of this study was also supported by the findings
of similar research studies, as reported in the review of literature.
The findings of the study revealed that the schools varied widely in
the methods used for purchasing equipment. While 32.8 percent of all
respondents indicated that "any method instructor deems best" was used
for purchasing equipment, 23.8 indicated "firm price quotation" as the
method used. A. total of 38.5 percent of the industrial arts/technology
teachers and the administrators indicated either "competitive bids with
no alternates accepted", or "competitive bids with alternates accepted"
as the method used for purchasing equipment (see Table 25). Large
schools make more use of the bid process in purchasing equipment than
small schools. It will be interesting to investigate the reasons for the
wide variations in the methods used for purchasing equipment among senior
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high schools.
The findings of the study also showed that most of the senior high
schools purchased their equipment through centralized units/departments.
Under such a purchasing arrangement, the purchasing activities are
usually coordinated through a purchasing office under the direction of a
purchasing agent. Under the decentralized arrangement, each school
negotiates and directly purchases most of their materials and equipment.
However, only 20.5 percent of all the respondents indicated that their
schools used the decentralized purchasing arrangement.
One principle of good purchasing is that those who use the items
help in selecting and purchasing it. Another interesting aspect of the
findings of this study was the extent of involvement of industrial
arts/technology teachers in the equipment purchasing process. The
findings of the study revealed that more than 57 percent of the
respondents in both small and large schools agreed that it was the
responsibility of the instructor to determine what equipment was needed
to be purchased. However, this responsibility varied between and among
small and large schools. For instance, 18.5 percent of the teachers and
15.2 percent of the administrators in the small schools indicated that
the principal was responsible for determining the need for equipment (see
Table 34). On the responsibility for writing requisitions, the findings
of the study revealed that the instructor had this responsibility in most
of the schools surveyed. Only in a few cases was the principal mentioned
as the one that had this responsibility. On the responsibility for
approving requisitions, the study revealed that the superintendent was
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responsible for approving requisition in more than 60 percent of the
small schools surveyed* In some of the small schools, it was a joint
responsibility of the principal and the superintendent. It is
interesting to note that the study also revealed that it was solely the
responsibility of the principal to approve requisitions in about half of
the large schools surveyed. The head of department was also mentioned as
the one responsible for approving requisitions by 16.4 percent of the
respondents in the large school category.
The findings on the selection of equipment vendors revealed that
"quality of products", "reliability", and "service" were the most
important criteria used for selection. The findings also revealed that
instructors recommended equipment vendors to the school administration
and also reviewed vendor bids, in most of the schools.
On the responsibility for making final purchasing decision, the
findings of the study showed that this responsibility varied from school
to school. For instance, more than 50 percent of the respondents in the
small school category Indicated that the superintendent was responsible
for deciding who among the competing vendors should purchase equipment.
Others in the same school category mentioned either the school board or
the head of department as the one responsible. In the large schools, the
responsibility for making the final decision as to who purchased
equipment was found to vary from the superintendent, the school board, to
the instructor.
Majority of the schools surveyed used purchase orders in purchasing
equipment. The purchase order authorizes a vendor to deliver specified
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merchandise or material at a designated price in a given location. The
purchase order becomes a contract when it is accepted by the vendor.
The findings of the study revealed that the responsibility for
writing equipment specifications was that of the instructor in more than
63 percent of the schools surveyed. Other persons mentioned as having
this responsibility in some of the schools were the purchasing agent and
the head of department.
On the use of brand names and manufacturers' references in
specifications to indicate the desired equipment, the findings of the
study showed that most of the schools engaged in the practice. It is
worth noting that whenever a particular brand name of equipment or a
manufacturers' reference is used to indicate a needed piece of equipment*
or in fact any item, it means that any vendor who does not deal on that
specific brand of equipment is automatically eliminated from competing
for the supply of the item. However, an exception to this exists where
the term "or equivalent" or "or equal" is used in addition to a brand
name.
Most of the schools surveyed purchased the bulk of their industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment within the spring and summer months.
This may not be unconnected with the favorable weather experienced within
those periods, as well as getting ready for the new school year which
usually starts in the fall.
Another interesting aspect of the findings of the study was in the
area of financing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment. In
regard to budgeting funds for industrial arts/technology laboratory
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equipment, the findings of the study showed that the use of the single,
fixed budgeting and the separate budgeting methods varied from school to
school and from small to large schools. For instance, the small schools
showed a greater usage of the single, fixed budget for new equipment,
materials, and supplies than the large schools. On the other hand, the
large schools used the separate budgeting method more than the small
schools. On the proportion of the building budgets that were allocated
to industrial arts/technology equipment, a majority of the school
administrators, as revealed by the findings, indicated that 5 percent of
their building budgets or less were allocated to industrial
arts/technology equipment. Less than 7 percent of the administrators had
12 to 17 percent of their building budget allocated to industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment. In more than 57 percent of the
schools, industrial arts/technology laboratory fees were paid by
students. As revealed by the findings of the study, the most frequently
mentioned sources of additional funding for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment in the small schools were "local sources" for the
small schools and "state source" for the large schools. However, more
than 42 percent of the respondents in the large schools indicated Chat
they had no additional source of funds for equipment. Only 9.7 percent
of the administrators and 31.3 percent of Che teachers in the large
school category indicated that they had no additional source of funding
for equipment. "Federal source", "personal donations" and "donations
from industry and business" were also mentioned by some respondents as
cheir sources of additional funding for equipment.
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One other interesting but surprising aspect of the findings of this
study was that over 70 percent of the schools surveyed had no replacement
schedule for obsolete and worn-out equipment. To buttress this finding
further, the comments of some of the respondents on the survey instrument
indicated that their schools had not purchased any equipment since the
last five to ten years. There is no gain saying that the extent of
technological changes that have occurred within the past five years alone
and which impact on instructional as well as industrial equipment is
almost inestimable. As it was highlighted in the review of literature,
this type of situation makes it very difficult, to say the least, to
implement new industrial education programs based on the understanding of
industry. It may hinder the implementation of new content in the future.
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this final chapter of the research report is three
fold: (1) to summarize the preceding chapters; (2) to draw conclusions
based on the major findings; and (3) to present some recommendations.
Summary
Statement of the problem
The problem of the study was to investigate the current methods and
procedures used for purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment in Iowa senior high schools.
Statement of the purpose
The purpose of the study was fourfold: (1) to identify and describe
the current methods and procedures used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment; (2) to determine the criteria being
used for selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment; (3)
to compare the criteria being used by small and large schools for
selecting industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment; and (4) to
compare the opinions of industrial arts/technology teachers and
administrators concerning the criteria for selecting industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Basic Design of the Study
Statement of the major research questions of the study
The major questions that the study attempted to answer were:
1. What were the criteria being used for selecting industrial
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arts/technology laboratory equipment?
2. Were there significant differences in mean criteria rating scores
attributable to school size and occupational classification (teacher
and administrator)?
3. What factors influenced industrial arts/technology teachers in
selecting a new piece of industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment?
4. What were the methods being used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
5. What procedures were being used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
6« What were the sources of funds for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment?
7. What budgeting arrangements were being used for industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
8« Did industrial arts/technology departments have replacement
schedules for instructionally obsolete and/or worn-out equipment in
their laboratories?
9. What were the important factors that guided industrial
arts/technology departments in determining when to replace a piece
of equipment?
Hypotheses of the study
At the beginning of this study, it was hypothesized that:
H^(1) There is a significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
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between respondents from small and large schools (school size).
H (2) There is a significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
A
between teachers and administrators (occupational classification)•
H^(3) There is a significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores
on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification*
In order to carry out a statistical test of these alternative
hypotheses, they were converted to null hypotheses, and then tested at
the 0.05 alpha level. The null hypotheses were:
Hq(1) There is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between respondents from small and large schools.
Hq(2) There is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between teachers and administrators (occupational classification).
Hq(3) There is no significant Interaction in mean criteria rating scores
on respondent category by school size and occupational
classification.
Sources of information
The source of information which was used to identify the senior high
schools that offered industrial arts/technology within the state of Iowa
was a list containing the names, addresses, and enrollment sizes of the
schools for the 1986/87 school year. The list was obtained from the
State of Iowa Department of Education.
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Pilot-testing the instrument
A pilot study of the questionnaires used in the collection of data
for the study was conducted in ten medium-sized senior high schools
within the state of Iowa, which were not included in the sample. Since
there was no adverse criticism to the questionnaires, they were mailed to
the principals of the schools, who were in turn requested Co pass on the
second questionnaire to the heads of the industrial arts/technology
departments in their respective schools*
Findings
The survey response
The percentage of the sample that returned the questionnaires was
66. However, only the responses of 61.5 percent of the sample that
properly completed the questionaires were analyzed and used to describe
the selection criteria, the methods and procedures used for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
Methods of analysis used
The criteria used for selecting equipment as well as the methods and
procedures used for purchasing equipment were identified using
descriptive statistics: frequency (f), percentage (%), means, and
standard deviations. On the other hand, the two—way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) technique was used in comparing small and large schools, and
teachers and administrators on the criteria for selecting equipment.
Specifically, the 2x2 ANOVA design was used for this analysis.
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Factors influencing equipment selection
Industrial arts/technology teachers were influenced in selecting
equipment mainly by: "professional journals and magazines",
"manufacturers' catalogs", "information obtained from industrial
education conferences", and "visits to other school laboratories".
Criteria used for selecting equipment
All 20 criteria included in this study were considered to be of some
degree of importance by most of the respondents. The five most important
criteria used by senior high schools for selecting industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment were; (1) safety features, (2)
instructional objective, (3) quality, (4) cost, and (5) servicing and
maintenance*
The results of hypothesis testing
Hypothesis 1 There is a significant difference in mean criteria
rating scores between respondents from small and large schools.
The test results yielded significant F—values at 0.05 alpha level on
two criteria for selecting equipment: (1) make and brand names (F(1,115)
" 4.546, p<0.05), and (2) servicing and maintenance (F(l,115) = 4,180,
p<0,05). It was, therefore, decided that the hypothesis which stated
that there is no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores
between respondents from small and large schools be rejected for the two
criteria. Hence, it was concluded that there is a significant difference
in mean criteria rating scores between respondents from small and large
schools on the criteria "make and brand names" and "servicing and
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maintenance".
Hypothesis 2 There is a significant difference in mean criteria
rating scores between teachers and administrators (occupational
classification)•
The test results yielded significant F-values at the 0.05 alpha
level on six criteria for selecting equipment: (1) space required
(F(l,117) = 10.675, p<0*05 (also, p<0,01)); (2) make and brand name
(F(l,115) - 4.291, p<0.05); (3) appearance (F(l,116) » 8.66, p<0.05); (4)
standardization (F(l,116) 5.983, p<0.05); (5) utilization (F(l,lll) =
7.152, p<0.05); and (6) servicing and maintenance (F(l,115) = 4.734,
p<0.05)» It was decided that the hypothesis which stated that there is
no significant difference in mean criteria rating scores between teachers
and administrators be rejected for the six criteria. Hence» it was
concluded that there was a significant difference in mean criteria rating
scores between teachers and administrators on each of the criteria "space
required", "make and brand names", "appearance", "standardization",
"utilization", and "servicing and maintenance".
Hypothesis _3 There is a significant interaction in mean criteria
rating scores on respondent category by school size (small and large) and
occupational classification (teacher and administrator).
Concerning this hypothesis, the test results yielded significant F-
values on three criteria for selecting equipment: (1) reliability and
integrity of vendor (F(l,115) = 5.214, p<0.05); (2) make and brand names
(F(l,115) = 5-467, p<0.05); and (3) appearance (F(l,116) = 3.924,
p"0.05). It was, therefore, decided that the hypothesis which stated
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Chat there was no significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores
on respondent category by school size (small and large) and occupational
classification (teacher and administrator) be rejected for each of the
three criteria. The researcher then concluded that there was a
significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores on respondent
category by school size and occupational classification on each of the
criteria "reliability and integrity of vendor", "make and brand names",
and "appearance".
Concerning the three hypotheses stated above, the test results
yielded no significant F-values on the following criteria: (1) cost, (2)
instructional objective, (3) level of instruction, (4) operational cost,
(5) quality, (6) safety features, (7) delivery, (8) utility requirement,
(9) design, (10) versatility, (11) preference for domestically
manufactured equipment, (12) available locally, (13) installation
requirement, and (14) a combination of all 20 criteria included in the
study. The test results on these criteria are located in Appendix E.
For each of these criteria, it was decided not to reject any of the
(null) hypotheses of the study. Accordingly, it was concluded for each
of the criteria that the test result failed to show that (a) there was a
significant difference in mean criteria rating scores between respondents
from small and large schools (school size), (b) there is a significant
difference in mean criteria rating scores between teachers and
administrators (occupational classification), and (c) there is a
significant interaction in mean criteria rating scores on respondent
category by school size and occupational classification.
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Methods used for purchasing equipment
The senior high schools surveyed varied widely in their purchasing
methods. The large schools had a greater usage of the competitive bid
process in purchasing than the small schools. While 32.8 percent of all
the respondents indicated that "any method instructor deems best" was
used for purchasing equipment, 23.8 percent indicated "firm price
quotation" as the method used.
Majority of the schools purchased their equipment through central
purchasing units/departments*
Responsibility for determining need for equipment
This responsibility varied from the instructor to the principal
among the senior high schools. However, it was the responsibility of the
instructor to determine the equipment that was needed in more than 57
percent of the schools surveyed.
Responsibility for writing equipment requisitions
Apart from a few cases where the principal was reported as being
responsible for writing specifications, this responsibility was
predominantly that of the instructor.
Responsibility for approving requisitions
In the small schools, it was mainly the responsibility of the
superintendent to approve requisitions. However, the principal had this
responsibility in about half of the large schools. In both the small and
the large school categories, the head of departments played this role in
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some schools.
Selection of equipment vendor
The three most important criteria used by the senior high schools
for selecting vendors were; (1) quality of products, (2) reliability,
and (3) service. Instructors recommended vendors to their school
administration in most of the senior high schools.
The persons responsible for making final decision on who purchased
equipment varied substantially between and among small and large schools.
For instance, in more than 50 percent of the small schools, it was the
responsibility of the superintendent to decide who purchased equipment.
In other small schools, it varied from the head of department to the
school board. A similar variation in this responsibility was also
observed in the large schools.
Responsibility for writing specifications
The instructor, the purchasing agent as well as the head of
department were individually mentioned in various schools as the ones
responsible for writing specifications. However, the instructor had the
responsibility for writing specifications in more than 63 percent of the
schools surveyed.
Most of the schools surveyed used brand names or manufacturers*
references to indicate the desired equipment in specifications.
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Time of purchasing equipment
The bulk of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment was
purchased within the spring and summer periods.
Financing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment
Both the single, fixed and separate budgeting methods were used for
budgeting funds for industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment in
the senior high schools. In most of the schools surveyed, 5 percent of
the building budgets, or less, were allocated to industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment. Laboratory fees were paid by
students in most senior high schools. Local and state sources were the
most frequently mentioned sources of additional funding for equipment in
senior high schools.
Replacement schedules for equipment
The majority of the senior high schools surveyed had no established
schedule for replacing instructionally obsolete and worn-out equipment.
Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the findings of the study
and the review of literature:
1. The five most important criteria used for selecting industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment in Iowa senior high schools
were: (1) safety features; (2) instructional objective; (3)
quality; (4) cost; and (5) servicing and maintenance.
2. Concerning hypothesis 1, which was "there is a significant
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difference in mean criteria rating scores between respondents from
small and large schools (school size)", significant differences in
mean criteria rating scores were found between respondents from
small and large schools on two criteria: (1) make and brand names;
and (2) servicing and maintenance*. An inspection of the data in
Tables 6A and lOA reveals that small schools attach greater
importance to Che "make and brand names" as well as the "servicing
and maintenance" of equipment than do large schools. It can,
therefore, be concluded that; (a) in equipment selection, small
schools insist on equipment that is of specific "make" and "brand",
while large schools do not; and (b) when selecting equipment, large
schools attach less importance to "servicing and maintenance" as a
criterion for selection than small schools do» It might be that
equipment servicing and maintenance personnel are more readily
available to large schools than small schools, and/or that such
services (servicing and maintenance of equipment) are more
adequately funded in large schools than in small schools.
3« Concerning hypothesis 2, which was "there is a significant
difference in mean criteria rating scores between teachers and
administrators (occupational classification)", significant
differences in mean criteria rating scores were found between
teachers and administrators on six criteria: (1) space required;
(2) make and brand names; (3) appearance; (4) standardization; (5)
utilization; and (6) servicing and maintenance. Based on these
findings, it can be concluded that the selection of any particular
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piece of equipment depends to a very large extent on whether the
teacher or the administrator makes the final selection decision.
For instance, data in Table 4A revealed that administrators attach
greater importance to the space required for a piece of equipment
than teachers do. Therefore, given the authority to make final
selection decisions on one piece of equipment, a teacher and an
administrator may select different sizes of equipment. A similar
analogy can be applied to each of the other five criteria listed
above.
4. Concerning hypothesis 3, which was "there is a significant
interaction in mean criteria rating scores on respondent category by
school size and occupational classification", significant
interactions in mean criteria rating scores were found between
school size and occupational classification on three criteria: (1)
reliability and integrity of vendor; (2) make and brand names; and
(3) appearance. Based on the interaction plots shown earlier in
Figures 1, 2, and 3 (Chapter 4, pp. 54, 57, and 60, respectively),
it is concluded that (a) irrespective of respondents' school size or
occupational classification, these three criteria are important in
selecting equipment; (b) in the small schools, teachers attach
greater importance to the three criteria than administrators; and
(c) in the large schools, administrators attach greater importance
to all three criteria except "appearance" than the teachers do.
5. The three most popular methods used for purchasing industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment in Iowa senior high schools are
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(1) "any method instructor deems best", (2) firm price quotation,
and (3) competitive bids with alternates accepted.
6. Most senior high schools within the state of Iowa purchased their
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment through centralized
purchasing units/departments.
7. Industrial arts/technology teachers are extensively involved In the
selection and purchase of industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment. They play key roles in: (a) assessing equipment needs,
(b) writing equipment requisitions, (c) writing equipment
specifications, and (d) selecting equipment vendors.
8. Senior high schools within the state of Iowa utilize both single,
fixed and the separate budgeting methods to budget funds for
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
9. Not more than 5 percent of the building budget is allocated for the
purchase, maintenance and replacement of industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment in most Iowa senior high schools.
10. Majority of the senior high schools had no established replacement
schedule for instructionally obsolete and worn-out equipment.
11. The establishment and maintenance of systematic policies and
procedures for purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment is essential for effective school purchasing programs.
12. There is no doubt that the direct involvement of industrial
arts/technology teachers in the selection and purchase of industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment enhances Che procurement of
laboratory equipment that meets the needs of the students in
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industrial arts/technology programs. Invariably, the public
acceptability of the program will also be enhanced.
13. For the continued professional development of industrial
arts/technology teachers, as well as their awareness of
technological changes in their technical fields, there are no
substitutes for reading professional journals/magazines and
attending professional conferences and workshops.
Recommendations
In view of the findings of this study, the researcher recommends
that:
1. More attention must be paid to the adverse effects of the use of
instructionally obsolete equipment for instruction in Iowa (senior)
high schools.
2. Senior high school authorities and other state agencies concerned
with industrial arts/technology programs intensify efforts to
explore other possible sources of funding for industrial
arts/technology programs.
3« The Iowa Industrial Arts/Technology Education Association join
forces with other allied professional organizations in the country
in rejecting the proposed reduction on vocational education funding
by the federal government.
4. The government and other agencies in charge of industrial
arts/technology programs in developing countries such as Nigeria
consider a greater Involvement of industrial arts/technology
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teachers in the selection and purchase of laboratory equipment.
This will probably help in ensuring that the money spent in the
equipment procurement will be spent on the appropriate pieces of
equipment needed in various areas of the programs.
Suggestions for Future Research
In order to better understand the present practices of Iowa high
schools in the area of equipment procurement and to explore possible ways
for improvement, this researcher suggests that:
1. This study be replicated with a view to assessing the effectiveness
of the current equipment selection and purchasing practices in Iowa
senior high schools.
2. Studies be conducted in the areas of "receiving", "distributing",
and "storing" of industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment.
3. Similar studies be conducted in other states in the country so as to
assess and explore possible ways of improving the existing school
purchasing programs.
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APPENDIX A. INFORMATION FORM I (TEACHER INSTRUMENT)
AND COVER LETTERS
College of Education
Department of Industrial
Education and Technoloey
3WA STATE Ames. Iowa 50011
NIVERSITY Telephone: 515-294-1033
Dear Sir,
A study is being conducted at Iowa State University to investigate the
current methods and procedures being used for purchasing industrial arts/techno
logy laboratory equipment in Iowa senior high schools.
Purpose of the study:
(a) To identify and describe the current methods and procedures being used for
purchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment;
(b) To determine the criteria being used for selecting equipment for industrial
arts/technology laboratories;
(c) To compare the criteria being used by small and large schools for selecting
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment; and
(d) To compare the opinions of industrial arts/technology teachers and high school
administrators concerning :the criteria being used for selecting industrial arts/
technology laboratory equipment.
It is hoped that information obtained from the results of the study will be
useful to industrial arts/technology teachers and administrators in charge of high
school industrial arts/technology programs in improving their equipment purchasing
practices.
The success of this study depends on your cooperation and professional
contribution. Your prompt attention to this questionnaire will be highly appreciated
All your responses to the items on the questionnaire will be kept confidential
and, will be used only for the purpose of this study. The code number placed on the
questionnsire will be used only for the purpose of recording the data which you will
supply. It will be removed as soon as the data are recorded.
The postage for returning this questionnaire has been prepaid for your
convenience. If you wish not to participate in the study, please return this
questionnaire with a brief note.
We thank you in anticipation for your prompt attention and professional contri
bution.
/ yy / sjncerely.
Prof, William D. Wolansky^/ Livinus C. Ezugu
Coordinator, ^ (principal Investigator)
International Education Programs
College of Education
Iowa State University
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INFORMATION FORM CONCERNING THE SELECTION CRITERIA AND PROCEDURE
FOR PURCHASING INDUSTRIAL ARTS/TECHNOLOGY LABOMTORY EQUIPMENT
DIRECTIONS I Please check (X) your response to each of the
following questions or fill in the blank apace as requested.
'EQUIPMENT* as used in this study refers to any of the followingi
(a) Heavy duty equipment ?uch as lathe machines, milling
machinesi wood jointers, and band sawss
(b) Medium duty equipment such as oscilloscopes, signal generators,
scroll saws, drafting machines, small drill presses, and
small table sawsi and
(c) Light duty equipment such as sinall electric hand drilling
machines, and soldering gunai Hand tools are EXCLUDED
1. What is your present teaching assignment? (Please list each
industrial arts/technology course you teach, the grade and size
of each class belowi
Industrial arts/
technology course Class grade level Class aise
2. Do you teach general lab/shop subjects?
: ( ) Yea 2 ( ) No
If your response to question No. 2 is yes, please check (X) all
the general lab/shop subjects that you teach belowi
1 ( ) Woodwork 2 ( ) Metalwork
4 ( ) Electricity/electronics
Other, (please list below}i
3 ( ) Drafting
5 ( ) Crafts
6 ( ) Power mechanics
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How important Is each of the following criteria when selecting
equipment for the industrial arts/technology laboratories of
your school. (Please check (X) each criterion).
A.
B.
C.
D.
B.
P.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
I.
M.
N.
0.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.
CRITERION
Cost
Space required
Instructional objective
Level of instruction
Operational cost
Quality
Reliability and integrity of vendor
Servicing and maintenance
Safety features
Hake and brand names
Delivery
Utility requirement (water, gas,
electricity)
Design
Versatility
Utilization (extent/frequency of
use)
Preference for domestically
manufactured equipment
Available locally
Standardization (meeting a set
standard)
Installation requirement
Appearance
Other, (please list below and rate)
Very
Important
Important
Undecided
Somewhat
Important
Unimportant
5k 32 1
5- What THREE major factors influence your selection of a new
piece of equipment? (Check (X) only THREE).
1 ( ) Advertisement in catalog or professional magazine
2 ( ) Catalogs giving specifications and pictures
3 ( ) Observed at another school laboratory
( ) Information obtained at industrial education conference
5 ( ) Company representatives
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6 ( ) Previous experience other than college
7 ( ) Used while in college
8 ( ) Do not select equipment
9 { ) Other, (please specify)
6. Equipment purchase in your school ia made through
1 ( ) A central purchasing unit/department
2 ( ) A decentralized purchasing unit/department
3 ( ) Other, (please specify)
?. The method that is mostly being used in your school for
iwrchasing industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment is
check (XT only ONE)
1 ( ) Competitive bids with no alternates accepted
2 ( ) Competitive bids with alternates accepted
3 { ) Open account
( ) Pirm price quotation
5 ( ) Any method instructor deems best
6 ( ) Other, (please specify)
a. Are all (heavy duty, medium duty, and light duty) equipment
purchases in your school made by means of the bid process?
I ( ) ?es 2 ( ) No
9. If you answered 'No' to question No. 8. what is the minimum
dollar amount for which you are required to put a piece (or
pieces) of equipment on bid?
10. Is low bid always the method used to select what item of
6(}ulpiDdnt xhat Is to b6 purchased in your school?
1 J 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Do not know
11. Requisition for industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment
in your school is written by
I ( ) Instructor 2 ( ) Head of department (or
supervisor)
3 ( ) Principal ( ) Other, (please specify)
12. Who has the responsibility to approve or disapprove equipment
requisition in your school?
t ( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
2 ( ) Principal
3 ( ) Superintendent
^ ( ) Other, (please specify)
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U. How important is each of the following criteria, when selectin*
a vendor in your school? {Pleas® check (X) each criterion).
CRITERION
A. Low price
B. Prompt delivery
C. Has catalog
D. Reliability
E. Supports industrial arts/technology
P. Haa salesman in area
G> Reputation
H. Quality of products
I. Service
Other, (please list below and rate)
Very
Important
Important
Undecided
Somewhat
Important
Unimportant
5k 32 1
l**. Do you recommend to the administration the particular vendors
to be sent bid proposals?
1 ( ) Yea 2 ( ) No 3 ( } Sometimes
15» When bids are returned by vendors, are you called in to review
the bids?
1 ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Sometimes
l6. A need for new or additional industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment in your school is determined by (check (X) only ONE)
1 ( ) School board
2 ( ) Superintendent
3 ( ) Principal
( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
5 ( ) Instructor
6 ( ) Other, (please specify)
17. Who in your school system, in practice, nakes final decision aa
to which vendor is awarded bid?
1 ( ) School board 2 ( ) Superintendent
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3 ( ) Principal 4 ( ) Head of department
(or supervisor)
5 ( ) Purchasing agent or business manager
6 ( ) Other, (please specify)
necessary before industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment can be purchased in your school?
^ ^ 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Sometimes
19. Who writes specifications for equipment purchased through the
bid process in your school system?
I ( ) Purchasing agent 2 ( ) Instructor
3 ( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
^ ( ) Do not know
5 ( ) Other, (please specify)
20. ^en writing specifications for industrial arts/technology
school, are brand names or manufacturer's
references used to indicate the type of equipment desired?
1 ( ) Yea 2 { ) No 3 ( ) Sometimes ^^ ( ) Do not know
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment purchased?
1 ( ) Spring
2 ( ) Summer
3 ( ) Fall
^ ( ) Any time during the year
5 ( ) Other, (please specify)
program of vour school operates
S ! budget? (You may check (xj more than oS in
^ ' suppiies^"®^ budget for new equipment, materials and
2 Separate budget naintained fori
a ( ) maintenance of laboratory facilities
b ( ) repair and/or replacement of laboratory equipment
0 ( ) instructional supplies
d ( ) other, (please specify)
23. Which of the following sources provide(s) additional funds for
1 ( ) Federal fund 2 ( , state fund 3 ( ) Local fund
( ) Personal donations 5 ( ) Donations from industry and
business
6 ( ) No additional fund available
7 ( ) Other, (please specify)
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24. Do students pay industrial arts/technology laboratory fees in
your school?
1 ( ) Yea 2 ( ) No
25. Is there a replaceoent schedule for Industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment in your school?
1 ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Do not know
26. How important are the following factors in determining when to
replace a piece of equipment in your school industrial arts/
technology laboratory?
FACTORS
Limited instructional value
Actual age of equipment
Service and maintenance availability
Salvage or trade-in value
Inflation factors
Other, (please list below and rate)
Very
Important
Important
Undecided
Somewhat
Important
Unimportant
5If 32 1
27 • Please make any further comments you may have concerning the
methods and/or procedure being used in your school for purchasing
industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment, (Use the space
provided below)1
28. The highest academic credential you have earned is
1 ( ) Certificate 2 ( ) Bachelor's degree
3 ( ) Master's degree 4 ( ) Doctorate degree
5 ( ) Specialist 5 ( ) Other, (please specify)
29. How many years of experience have you had in industrial arts/
technology teaching?
1 ( ) 0 - 5 years 2 ( ) 6-11 years 3 ( ) 12 - 1? years
4 ( ) 18-23 years 5 ( ) 2*^ - 29 years 6 ( ) 30 years or over
Postage for returning this booklet is prepaid. Just staple it
and drop it in the mail box. Please indicate whether you would
be interested in the result of this study by checking (X) onei
( ) Yea ( ) No
Thanks!
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APPENDIX B. INFORMATION FORM II (ADMINISTRATOR
INSTRUMENT) AND COVER LETTER
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3WA STATE
[NIVERSITY
College of Education
Department of Industrial
Education und Technology
Ames. Iowa 50011
Telephone: 515-294-1033
Dear Sir:
Enclosed with this letter are two questionnaire booklets. Could you please
pass on the light yellow booklet to the head of industrial arts/technology
department of your school (or the most senior industrial arts/technology teacher
in the department, J_f no one is designated 'head of department') and then complete
'the blue one. The postage for returning the booklet has been prepaid. Just staple
.the completed booklet and drop it in the mail box.
We count on your cooperation and professional contribution for the success of
this study. Your prompt attention and contribution will be highly appreciated.
^c/c
Prof. William D. Wolansky
Coordinator.
International Education
College of Education
Iowa State University
'rograms
Yours sincerely,
Livinus C. Ezugu
(Principal Investigator)
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INFORMATION FORM CONCERNING THE SELECTION CRITERIA AND PROCEDURE
FOR PURCHASING INDUSTRIAL ARTS/TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
DIRECTIC«<Si Please check {X) your response to each of the
foUowing questions or fill in the blank space as requested.
'EQUIPMENT* as used in this study refers to any of the following!
Heavy duty equipment such as lathe machinea, milling
machines, wood jointers, and band sawsi
(a)
(b) Medium duty equipment such as oscilloscopes, signal
generators, scroll saws, drafting machines, snail drill
presses, and small table sawsi and
Light duty equipoent such as small electric hand drilling
machines, and soldering gunsi Hand tools are EXCLUDED.
1. How important is each of the following criteria when selecting
?! M?? industrial arts/technology of your school?(Please check (X) each criterion).
(c)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
P.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
CRITERION
Cost
Space required
Instructional objective
Level of instruction
Operational cost
Quality
Reliability and integrity of vendor
Servicing and maintenance
Safety features
Make and brand names
Delivery
Utility requirement (water, gas,
electric ity)
Very
Important
Important 1
Undecided
Somewhat
Important
Unimportant
5if 32 I
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CRITERION
M. Design
N. Versatility
0. Utilization (extent/frequency of use)
P. Preference for domestically
manufactured equipment
Q. Available locally
R. Standardization (meeting set
standard
S. Installation requirement
T. Appearance
Other (please list below and rate)
Very
Important
Important
Undecided
Somewhat
Important
Unimportant
5it 32 1
2. Equipment purchase in your school is made through
1 ( ) A central purchasing unit/department
2 ( ) A decentralized purchasing unit/department
3 { ) Other, (please specify)
3. The method that is mostly being used in your school for purchasing
industrial arts/technology equipment is (Check (X) only one)
) Competitive bids with no alternates accepted
) Competitive bids with alternates accepted
) Open account
) Firm price quotation
) Any method instructor deems best
) Other, (please specify)
4. Are all (heavy duty, medium duty and light duty) equipment
purchases in your school made by means of the bid process?
1 ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Do not know
5. If you answered 'No' to question No. 8, what is the minimum
dollar amount for which you are required to put a piece {or
pieces) of equipment on bids?
1A3
6. Is low bid always the method used to select what item of
aquipnent that la to be purchased in your school?
1 { ) Yes 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Do not know
?. Requisition for industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment
in your school is written by (check (X) only one)
1 { ) Instructor
2 { ) Principal
2 ( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
4 ( ) Other, (please specify)
0. Who has the responsibility to approve or disapprove equifmient
requisition in your school?
1 ( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
2 ( ) Principal
3 ( ) Superintendent
U ( ) Other, (please specify)
9. How important is each of the following criteriq.- when selecting
a vendor in your school? (Please check (X) each criterion)
CRITERION
Very Important Important Undecided Somewhat Important Unimportant
5 4 3 2 1
Low price
Prompt delivery
Has catalog
Reliability
Supports industrial arts/technology
Haa salesman in area
Reputation
Quality of product
Service
Other, (please list below and rate)
10. Do industrial arts/technology teachers recommend to the
administration the particular vendors to be sent bid proposals?
I ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No
11. When bids are returned by vendors, are
teachers called in to review the bids?
1 ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No
3 ( ) Sometimes
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12. A need for new or additional industrial arts/technology laboratory
equipment in your school is determined by (check (X) only one)
1 ( ) School board
2 ( ) Superintendent
3 ( ) Principal
I* ( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
5 ( ) Instructor
6 ( ) Otheri (please specify)
13. Who in your school systeo, in practice, makes final decision
as to which vendor is awarded bid?
1 ( ) School board 2 ( ) Superintendent
3 ( ) Principal it ( ) Head of department or supervisor
5 ( ) Purchasing agent or business manager
6 ( ) Other, (please specify)
14. Is purchase order necessary before industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment can be purchased in your school?
1 ( ) Yea 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Sometimes
15. Who is responsible for writing specifications for equipment
purchased through the bid process in your school system?
I ( ) Purchasing agent 2 ( ) Instructor
3 ( ) Head of department (or supervisor)
^ ( ) Do not know
5 ( ) Other, (please specify)
16. When writing specifications for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment in your school, are brand names or
manufacturer's references used to indicate the type and quality
of equipment desired?
I ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Sometimes { ) Do not know
17. At what time of the year is the bulk of your industrial arts/
technology laboratory equipment purchased?
1 ( ) Spring 2 ( ) Summer
3 ( ) Fall it ( ) Any time during the year
5 ( ) Other, (please specify)
18. The industrial arts/technology program of your school operates
on what type of budget? (You may check (X) more than one in
2a - 2d)
1 ( ) Single, fixed budget for new equipment, materials and
supplies
2 Separate budget maintained fori
a ( ) maintenance of laboratory facilities
b ( ) repair and/or replacement of laboratory equipment
c ( ) instructional supplies
d { ) other, (please specify)
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19' Which of the following sources provide(s) additional fund for
Industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment in your school?
(check (X) as many as apply to your school).
I ( ) Federal fund 2 ( ) State fund
3 ( ) Local fund k ( } Personal donations
5 ( ) Donations from industrial and business
6 ( ) No additional fund available
7 ( ) Other, (please specify)
20. Do students pay industrial arts/technology laboratory equipment
fees in your school?
1 ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No
21. ApproxinBtaly what percentage of your building budget allocation
is used for the purchase, repair, and maintenance of industrial
arts/technology laboratory equipment?
r ( ) 0 - 5^
2 ( ) 6 - 115<
3 (> 12 - 17*
) 18 - 23*
5 ( ) 2U}t or over
22. Is there a replacement schedule for industrial arts/technology
laboratory equipment in your school?
I ( ) Yes 2 ( ) No 3 ( ) Do not know
23• How important are the following factors in determining when to
replace a piece of equipment in your school industrial arts/
technology laboratory?
FACTORS
A. Limited instructional value
B. Actual age of equipment
C. Service and maintenance availability
D. Salvage or trade*in value
E. Inflation factors
Other, (please list below and rate)
Very
Important
Important
Undecided
Somewhat
Important
Unimportant
5k 32 I
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2'*. Please make any further comments you may have concerning the
TO^oda a^/or procedure being used In your school for purchasing
provided^below) laboratory squipraent. (Use the apace
25, Th« highest academic credential you have earned is
1 ( } Certificate 2 C ) Bachelor's degree
3 ( ) Master's degree it ( ) Doctorate degree
5 ( ) Specialist 6 ( ) other, (please specify)
26. How many years of experience have you had in administrative
position(s} (principal) at high school level (including this
year)?
t ( } 0 - 5 years 2 ( ) 6-11 years 3 ( ) 12 - 1? years
( ) 18 - 23 years 5 () 21* - 29 years 6 ( ) 30 years or over
Postage for returning this booklet is prepaid. Just staple it
and drop it in the mail box. Please indicate whether vou would
be interested in the result of this study by checking (X) onei
J, ) Yes ( ) No
Thanks!
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APPENDIX C. FOLLOW-UP LETTERS
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)WA STATE
NIVERSITY
College of Educution
Department of Indusinal
Education and Technolugy
Ames, lowd 5lK)l I
Telephone: 515-294-1033
Feb. 17. 1987
Dear Sir:
On January 31, 1987, we mailed two questionnaire booklets to you. In the
cover letter, we requested that you pass on the light-yellow questionnaire to
the head of the Industrial Arts/Technology Department of your school or the most
senior teacher in the department, if no one was designated as 'head of department'
Also, we requested that you fill out the blue questionnaire booklet and return it
to us.
Since we have not yet received either of the original questionnaires, we have
enclosed another copy of each with this letter. We would appreciate it very much
if you and your faculty member would fill out the questionnaires and return them
to us as soon as possible. Your responses are extremely important to the success
of this study.
In case you have already returned the original blue questionnaire to us,
please disregard the one enclosed with this letter.
Prof. Williain D, Wolansky^
Coordinator,
^''"Cation Protjrams
College of bducation
fov/a State University
•» 'II.u. ciugu
(Principal Investigator)
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)WA STATE
NIVERSITY
Ciillcgc ot Educutiim
Ucpartmcnl dI' Industrial
fcducaliDn and Tci;hnoU»«y
Amos. Iiiwa SK)ll
Iclcphonc: 5l5-2y4-l(>.<3
Feb. 17, 1987
Dear Sir:
On January 31, 1987, we sent you a questionnaire booklet through the principal
of your school. In the cover letter, we requested that you complete the
questionnaire and return it to us.
We have not yet received the questionnaire from you. Therefore, we have
enclosed another copy of that questionnaire with this letter. We would appreciate
it very much if you would fill out the questionnaire and return it to us as soon
as possible. Your response is extremely important to the success of this study.
If you have already returned the original questionnaire to us, please
disregard this letter and the enclosed questionnaire.
We thank you for your cooperation.
Prof. William D, Wolansk^^
Coordinator.
international Education ProciraidS
College of Education
Iowa State University
Yours tirarfi_l_y _
Livlnus C. Ezugu
(Principal Investigator)
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OWA STATE
JNIVERSITY
College of Education
Dcpanmcnt o{' Industrial
Education and Tcchnulugy
Ames. Uiwa 50011
Telephone; 515-294-1033
Feb. 17, 1987
Dear Sir,
We wish to acknowledge the receipt of one of the two questionnire booklets
which we sent to you recently.
We have not yet received the questionnaire that was to be completed by you.
Therefore, we have enclosed another copy of that questionnaire with this letter.
We would appreciate it very much if you would fill out the enclosed questionnaire
and return it to us as soon as possible. Your response is extremely important to
the success of this study.
We thank you for your cooperation.
Prof. William D. WolansKy,
Coordinator,
'nternatiwial Education Pronrains
Col lege of Lducation
Iowa State University
Yours sjjicerely,
Livinus C. Ezugu
(Principal Investigator)
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OWA STATE
JNIVERSITY
College uf Educadon
Depanmeni of Industrial
Educadon and Technology
Ames. Iowa 5(K)| 1
Telephone: 5i5-2<M-l().V^
Feb. 17, 1987
Dear Sir:
We wish to acknowledge the receipt of one of the questionnaires which we
sent to you recently.
We have not yet received the questionnaire that was to be completed by the
head of the Industrial Arts/Technology Department of your school, or the most
senior teacher in the department. Therefore, we have enclosed another copy of
that questionnaire with this letter. We would appreciate it very much if you
would pass on the enclosed questionnaire booklet to the head of the Industrial
Arts/Technology Department of your school and encourage him/her to complete and
return it to us as soon as possible.
We ttiank you for your cooperation.
Pror. wiiitdiii u. woidMSKy^
Coordinator, /
'nternational Education Procjrai.is
College of Education
Iowa State Uni versi tv
Yours sincerely,
LiviiiiJS C. Ezugu
(Pri !icipa1 Investi gator)
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APPENDIX D. SOME DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT RESPONDENTS'
INDUSTRIAL ARTS/TECHNOLOGY CLASSES
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Table D.l. Frequency of class size intervals taught by teacher
respondents by school size
School size
Class size
interval Small Large
31-35 — —
26-30 I 4
21-25 0 21
16-20 9 26
11-15 25 40
6-10 49 20
1-5 21 3
Mean 9.33 15.98
Median 8,71 15.43
Mode 8 13
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Table D.2. Listing of industrial arts/technology courses taught by
teacher respondents by six major subject areas
1. CONSTRUCTION
Carpentry
General wood
Basic wood
Cabinetmakiag
Woodworking
Building trades
Construction technology
Wood processing
Furniture design
Wood technology
Power wood
Advanced power wood
Industrial wood
Beginning wood
Advanced wood
Building construction
Wood fundamentals/technology
Advanced furniture design
2. GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
Drafting I-III
Basic drafting
Beginning drafting
Architectural drafting
Mechanical draf ting
Mechanical/architectural drafting
Engineering drawing
CAD
Drawing 1-IV
Technical drawing
Survey drawing
Architectural drawing
Beginning drawing
Photography
Design drawing
Advanced drafting
Graphic arts
Drafting fundamental
3. ENERGY AND POWER
Electricity/electronics
Electricity
Electronics
Basic electricity
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Table D.2. (Continued)
Basic electronics
Power technology
Energy and power systems
4. MANUFACTURING
Metal
Metalworking
Manufacturing technology
Metal production
Metal technology
Production
Welding
Machine shop
General metals
Industrial metals
Plastics
Crafts
Advanced metals
Metal processing
5, TRANSPORTATION
Aut omechani c s
Small engines
Elementary auto
Auto tune-up
6- GENERAL AREA
General lab
Industrial arts
Industrial education
Trade and industrial education
Exploratory industrial arts
Industrial arts projects
Career
Machine shop
Home maintenance
Research and development
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APPENDIX E. MEANS OF CRITERIA RATING SCORES AND SUMMARIES
OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
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Table E.la. Means of criterion 8, "cost", rating score by school size
and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.32 (59)^ 4.40 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.28 (58) 4.44 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 4.27 (26) 4.36 (33)
Large 4.28 (32) 4.53 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes
Table E.lb, Analysis of variance of criterion 8, "cost", rating scores
by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Sum of
squares
0.927
0.268
d.f.
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.186 1
Residual 64.687 117
Mean
squares
0.927
0.268
0.186
0.553
F- Significance
value of F
1.677
0.485
0.337
0.198
0.488
0.563
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Table E.2a. Means of criterion 9, "instructional objective", rating
score by school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
.
4.59 (59)® 4.60 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.50 (58) 4.68 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 4.46 (26) 4.70 (33)
Large 4.53 (32) 4.67 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes-
Table E.2b« Analysis of variance of criterion 9, "instructional
objective", rating scores by school size and occupational
classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of Mean
squares d.f. squares
Occupational
classification
School size
1.015
0.009
1 1.015
1 0.009
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.075 1
Residual 34.067 117
0.075
0.291
F- Significance
value of F
3.486 0.064
0.031 0.860
0.258 0.613
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Table E.3a« Means of criterion 10, "level of instruction", rating score
by school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.00 (59)^ 4.11 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.00 (58) 4.11 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.92 (26) 4.06 (33)
Large 4.06 (32) 4.17 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.3b. Analysis of variance of criterion 10, "level of
instruction", rating scores by school size and occupational
classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of Mean F- Significance
squares d»f. squares value of F
0.435
0.447
0.008 1
77.767 117
0.435
0.447
0.008
0.665
0.654 0.420
0.673 0.414
0.013 0.911
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Table E.4a. Means of criterion 11, "operational cost", rating score by
school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.17 (59)^ 3.37 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.14 (58) 3.40 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.14 (26) 4,36 (33)
Large 4.28 (32) 4.53 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.4b. Analysis of variance of criterion 11, "operational cost",
rating scores by school size and occupational
classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classif ication
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of Mean F- Significance
squares d«f* squares value of Y
2»2d2
1.485
0.342
146.148
1
117
2.282
1,485
0.342
1.249
1.827
1.189
0.274
0.179
0.278
0.602
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Table E.5a. Means of criterion 12, "quality", rating score by school
size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.66 (58)^ 4.34 (61)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.50 (56) 4.40 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 4.68 (26) 4.45 (33)
Large 4.35 (31) 4.33 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.5b» Analysis of variance of criterion 12, "quality", rating
scores by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of Mean F- Significance
squares d.f* squares value of F
Occupational
classification
School size
0.424
1.388
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.306 1
Residual 51.385 115
0.424
1.388
0.306
0.447
0.949
3.106
0.685
0.332
0.081
0.410
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Table E.6a. Means of criterion 13, "safety features", rating score by
school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
4.62 (55)® 4.59 (61)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
4.52 (56) 4.68 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 4.48 (25) 4.73 (33)
Large 4.55 (31) 4.63 (30)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.6b. Analysis of variance of criterion 13, "safety features",
rating scores by school size and occupational
classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of
squares d.f.
Mean
squares
Occupational
classification
School size
0.786
0.009
X 0.786
1 0.009
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.194 1
Residual 59.430 115
0.194
0.517
F- Significance
value of F
1.521 0.220
0.018 0.892
0.375 0.541
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Table E.7a. Means of criterion 14, "delivery", rating score by school
size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.58 (57)^ 3.38 (58)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.51 (59) 3.45 (56)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.59 (27) 3.57 (30)
Large 3.44 (32) 3.31 (26)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.7b. Analysis of variance of criterion 14, "delivery", rating
scores by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of
squares
0.174
1.209
0.077
113.299
d.f.
1
111
Mean
squares
0.174
1.209
0.077
1.021
F- Significance
value of F
0.171
1.185
0.075
0.680
0.279
0.784
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Table E.8a. Means of criterion 15, "utility requirement (water, gas,
electricity, etc.)" rating score by school size and
occupational classification
School size Small Large
2.95 (57)^ 3.22 (58)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.17 (59) 3.00 (56)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.11 (27) 2.80 (30)
Large 3.22 (32) 3.23 (26)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.8b. Analysis of variance of criterion 15, "utility requirement
(water, gas, electricity, etc.)", rating scores by school
size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classif ication
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of
squares
0.632
2.009
0.745
109.551
d.f.
1
111
Mean
squares
0.632
2.009
0.745
0.987
F- Significance
value of F
0.641
2.035
0.755
0.425
0.156
0.387
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Table E.9a. Means of criterion 16, "design", rating score by school size
and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.65 (57)® 3.41 (58)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.58 (59) 3.48 (56)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.81 (27) 3.50 (30)
Large 3.38 (32) 3.46 (26)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.9b» Analysis of variance of criterion 16, "design", rating
scores by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Sum of
squares d.f •
Occupational
classification 0.366 1
School size 1.703 1
Occupational
classification
X school size 1.I50 1
Residual 97.536 111
Mean
squares
F- Significance
value of F
0.366 0.416 0.520
1.703 1.939 0.167
1.150 1.309 0-255
0.879
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Table E.lOa. Means of criterion 17, "versatility", rating score by
school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.89 (57)^ 3.90 (58)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.86 (59) 3.93 (56)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.85 (27) 3.93 (30)
Large 3.88 (32) 3.92 (26)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.lOb. Analysis of variance of criterion 17, "versatility",
rating scores by school size and occupational
classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of
squares
0.120
0.001
d.f
0.008 1
78.620 111
Mean
squares
0.120
0.001
0.008
0.708
F- Significance
value of F
0.169
0.002
0.011
0.682
0.965
0.916
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Table E.lla. Means of criterion 18, "preference for domestically
manufactured equipment", rating score by school size
and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.12 (58)® 3.92 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.16 (57) 2.89 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3-35 (26) 2.94 (32)
Large 3.00 (31) 2.84 (31)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes<
Table E.llb. Analysis of variance of criterion 18, "preference for
domestically manufactured equipment" rating scores
by school size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of Mean F-
squares d.f. squares value
2.343
1.392
0.456
169.953
1
116
2.343
1.392
0.456
1.465
1.599
0.950
0.311
Significance
of F
0.209
0.332
0.578
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Table E.12a. Means of criterion 19» "available locally", rating score by
school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
2.74 (58)^ 2.85 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
2.79 (57) 2,87 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 2,81 (26) 2.69 (32)
Large 2.77 (31) 2.94 (31)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes.
Table E.12b» Analysis of variance of criterion 19, "available locally",
rating scores by school size and occupational
classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of
squares
0.020
0.394
d.f,
0.590 1
200.204 116
Mean
squares
0.020
0.394
0.590
1.726
F- Significance
value of F
0.012 0.914
0.228 0.634
0.342 0.560
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Table E.13a. Means of criterion 20, "installation requirement", rating
score by school size and occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.33 (58)^ 3.37 (62)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.23 (57) 3.46 (63)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.19 (26) 3.44 (32)
Large 3.26 (31) 3.48 (31)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes
Table E.13b. Analysis of variance of criterion 20, "installation
requirement", rating scores by school size and
occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Occupational
classification
X school size
Residual
Sum of
squares
1.650
0,092
d.f,
0.003 1
133.591 116
Mean
squares
1.650
0.092
0.003
1.152
F- Significance
value of F
1.433 0.234
0.080 0.778
0.002 0.961
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Table E,14a« Means of criteria rating score by school size and
occupational classification
School size Small Large
3.76 (60)® 3.70 (63)
Occupational classification Teacher Administrator
3.70 (59) 3.78 (64)
Occupational classification
School size Teacher Administrator
Small 3.78 (27) 3.73 (33)
Large 3.62 (32) 3.83 (31)
lumbers expressed in parentheses are sample sizes,
Table E.Ub. Analysis of variance of criteria rating scores by school
size and occupational classification
Sources of
variation
Occupational
classification
School size
Sum of
squares
0.204
0,021
d.f.
Occupational
classification
X school size 0.479 1
Residual 24.155 119
Mean
squares
0.204
0.021
0.479
0.203
F- Significance
value of F
1.005
0.103
2.360
0.318
0.749
0.127
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APPENDIX F. HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL FORM
0INFORMATION '••Z UfE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS IN RESEARCH
IOWA ST;..£ UNIVERSITY
(Ple«s« follow the accompanying |njtructIon» for completing this form.)
X "Selecting and Purchasing Industrial Technology
Title of project (please type): I
Laboratory Equipment in Iowa Senior High Schools"
©1 agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project to Insure that the rights
and welfare of the human subjects are properly protected. Additions to or changes
In procedures affecting the subjects after the project has been approved will be
submitted to the committee for review.
F71]nu LIVINUS CHUKWURA . 777777^
fypedH^amed of Principal Investigator Date SIgnatu.-.. .s^ator
528 Pammel Court - 296 7784
Campus Address Campus Telephone
(7^ sianatLir« of others (If any) Date Relationship to Principal l^nvestIgator
©ATTACH an additional page(s) (A) describing your proposed research and (B) the
subjects to be used, (C) Indicating any risks or discomforts to the subjects, and
(D) covering any topics checked below. CHECK all boxes applicable.
I I Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate
12 Samples (blood, tissue, etc.) from subjects
^ Administration of substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects
I I Physical exercise or conditioning for subjects
Deception of subjects
"" Subjects under \k years of age and(or) Q Subjects l**-!? years of age
^ Subjects In Institutions
I Research must be approved by another institution or agency
©ATTACH an example of the material to be used to obtain Informed consent and CHECK
which type will be used.
"" Signed informed consent will be obtained.
nn Modified Informed consent will be obtained.
'—' Month Day Year
Anticipated date on which subjects will be first contacted: •
Anticipated date for last contact with subjects: 0^ _87—
7?) If Applicable: Anticipated date on which audio or visual tapes will be erased and(orl
Identifiers will be removed from completed survey Instruments; 20 87©
©
Month Day Year
• -«—-—on Date Department or Administrative Unit
^i'ttee on the Use of Human Subjects Tn Research:
Project Approved |_| Pro, e(t not apprc*"^ No action required
George G* Karas j
Name of Committee Chairperson ^oSte Sign. Chairperson
